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FIRST IN AN ON- GOING SERIES

Racial diversity gets focus
By Angela L toiler
MiNAS'NG E 0'TOR

I Ins year has brought the largest number of minority students
to campus. I low ever, compared
to the actual number of all students enrolled, the total is hardly impressive.
I here ire 20,975 students
attending Rowling Green this
semester. Out of this, only
13.41 percent arc students of
color. Though this is a majoi
Improvement from it) years ago
when there was only six |jercent

minority representation, visually assessing the diversity oncainpus is still hard to do.
Hivmitment. student organizations and academic departments have been set-up within
the University to make those
students feel more welcome.
Additionally, they have taken
an active role in increasing the
undcrrepresented student population.
lint. is this enough?
I think most would concede
that our numbers in regard to

diversity are not very strong in
the sense that we believe that
diversity is an important educational value," said Marshall
Rose, director of the Office of
Equity and Diversity.
University officials have
maintained that there is no specific goal when it comes to the
minority population on campus, except to steadily increase
the present figures.
"Currently our goal is to

ONE-YEAR RETENTION
RATE FOR 2003 STUDENT
POPULATION

By John Nolan
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

RACE COMPOSITION
FOR STUDENTS
OF COLOR

CINCINNATI—Advocates
who contend that Ohio
elections officials haven't
properly informed released
felons about their right to
vote said Thursday that the
state has backed away from a
promise that led to the
setdement of a lawsuit.
State officials denied the
claim by the Prison Reform
Advocacy Center, which had
filed the lawsuit in August in
an effort to inform ex-convicts
that they can register to vote in
the Nov. 2 presidential election.
State spokesmen said Ohio had
not made any commitment or
reached any setdement of the
lawsuit against Secretary of
State Kenneth Blackwell and
21 county boards of election.
Prisoner advocates have
estimated that 7,000 to 21.000
ex-felony convicts statewide could be affected. The
deadline for registering to vote
in die November election is
Oct. 4.
In contrast to some other
states. Ohio law allows felons
to vote once they have been
released from prison, even
if they are still on parole or
probation. The Prison Reform
Advocacy Center's law sun
contended that Ohio elections
officials were not properly
informing ex-convicts of die
law.
The prisoner advocacy
group said it reached separate
settlements with county election boards to inform their
employees and post notices
concerning a released felons
right to vote. But that does not
legally involve the state, said
Bob Beasley, a spokesman for
Ohio Attorney General lim
Petro.
The Ohio Department of
Rehabilitation and Correction
did not reach a settlement
because it was not named as a
defendant in the suit department spokeswoman loEllen
Culp said.
But the Prison Reform
Advocacy Center said it
dismissed its lawsuit against
Blackwell
this
month
based on a promise by a
lawyer who spoke for the Ohio
Department of Rehabilitation
and Correction. The prisoners' advocacy organization
released a court transcript in
which a state attorney told a
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Freedom center stirs emotion
By Kara Hull
D 110 R

Untvenrity senior Many Hunt
predicted shed learn a lot and
shed a few tears during her tir-t
trip to an Underground Railroad
museum. Her prediction came
trueSatiud.it.
Hunt, vice president of the
YVU.T on campus, was one of
almost ;>t) students, faculty and
community members to travel

Kara Hull BGNem

TIMELINE: Tiffany Hunt , vice
president of the NAACP, looks
at a time line at the National
Underground Railroad Freedom
Center in Cincinnati Saturday
afternoon.

to the National Underground
Railroad Freedom .Center in
("ini-innati this weekend. Project
Excellence— a tutoring and
mentoring program diat pairs
ai risk 3rd through 12th grade
students from Toledo with
University students hosted the
one-day trip.
"I had always heard about
museums like this but had never
been In one.' I tun) said. "Being an
\lne.in American, it's, my history.
it- unerican history and it's my
titan JI y It kinu ol puts you in a first
hand perspective of what (slaves)
went through."
This is exactly' what Angel I ett,
president of Project Excellence,
hoped participants would gain
from Saturday's event, she said.
Ten students being helped by
the program attended the event
for free through donations from
various on-campus and local
sponsors.
"I want them to have a
greater perspective of what the
Underground Railroad was
really like," Lett said, "lt'sone thing
to hear about something but
when you see it yourself, it puts a
different perspective on it."
The Freedom Center, nesUed
between Paul Brown Stadium and
the Great American Ballpark on
the north side of the Ohio River
in downtown Cincinnati, has
seen more than 30,000 guests
since its grand opening Aug. 23.
Interactive exhibits exploring how
slavery exists today, an galleries,
films and historical artifacts are
staples of the 158,000-square-foot
museum. A two-story wooden
"slave pen"— used to hold slaves

Kara Hull BGNe»s

JOURNEY TO FREEDOM: One of two 30-by-22 foot fabric murals that hangs in the National Underground
Freedom Center. The mural was made by artist Aminah Brenda Lynn Robinson.
until they were traded—was the Freedom Center promised to
If You Go...
rescued from a tobacco farm in be a "different" type of museum.
"Most of the time when you
Mason County, Kentucky and is
think of museums, you think its
What: National
also on display.
With planning beginning in going to be boring," she said. "1
Underground Railroad
1995, the $110 million project has want people to have fun."
Freedom Center
And other students, like
received national media coverage
and support from celebrities like freshman
Brittany Vaughn,
Where: 50 E. Freedom
Muhammad Ali, Danny Glover, noticed the difference too.
Way, Cincinnati, Ohio
"It was something different I'm
Rosa Parks, Bono and Oprah
Winfrey, who narrated a short film tired of going to the same type of
Hours: Tuesdaymuseums over and over," Vaughn
for the museum.
Sunday,lla.m.-5p.m.
For the students they tutor, the said. "I did learn something. (The
trip was an opportunity to learn a
RAILROAD, PAGE 2
different way, Lett said, because
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Car bombing kills Islamic militant group leader
By Albert Aji
1HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

DAMASCUS, Syria —In a hit
claimed by Israeli security
officials, a senior llamas
operative was killed in a car
bombing yesterday outside his
house in Damascus, the first such
killing of a leader of the Islamic
militant group in Syria
Izz FJdine Subhi Sheik Khalil,
42, died instantly in the explosion, which wounded three
bystanders. Witnesses said he was
speaking on his mobile phone
as he put his white Mitsubishi
SUV in reverse before it exploded
about 10 yards from his home.
Analysts said the killing
appeared designed as much
to warn the Syrians as to keep
Hamas off balance.
Syria called the killing "cow-

ardly" and top Hamas leaders,
already taking extraordinary
security precautions, went
deeper underground. The killing
threatened totakcthePalestinianIsraeli conflict to new levels, with
conflicting remarks from Hamas
on whether it too would begin
targeting Israeli interests abroad.
Security officials in Jerusalem,
speaking anonymously, acknowledged involvement, though the
Israeli government issued no
statement. It had been warning
for weeks that members of the
group would not be safe in Syria.
Israel's ability to infiltrate the
Hamas leadership in Damascus
is likely to further rattie the
group after Israel killed Hamas
founder Sheik Ahmed Yassin
and his successor as Gaza
leader, Abdel Aziz Rantisi, in

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

missile strikes this year.
The Syrian Interior Ministry
said in a terse statement
carried by the official news
agency, SANA, that Khalil had not
engaged in any militant activity
inside Syrian territory, and that
authorities were investigating the
explosion.
SANA later quoted an unidentified government official as
saying that "this terrorist
operation constitutes a dangerous development for which Israel
bears responsibility."
Ahmad Haj Ali, an adviser to
the Syrian information minister,
described the assassination as a
"terrorist and cowardly action."
"This is not the first warning''
Israel has tried to convey to Syria,
Haj Ali said. "What happened
indicates that Israel's aggression

has no limits."
The killing, he said, "was
meant to deliver a message to
the entire world that says: 'We
(Israelis) are capable of striking
anywhere in accordance with the
Israeli agenda.'"
Haitham Kilani, a Syrian political analyst, said the assassination was an "Israeli-American
message" diat Syria should take
seriously. He predicted more
assassinations if Syria "shelters
and protects the Palestinian
movements struggling against
Israel."
The killing also was a clear
warning to top Hamas officials,
who have stayed largely out of
sight since Sept. 2, when the
group claimed responsibility for
the Aug. 31 twin suicide bombing in southern Israel that killed

16 Israelis. Hamas has carried
out numerous suicide bombings
and killed hundreds of Israelis.
After the Beersheba attack
Israel warned Syria that it was
ultimately responsible for actions
of the groups it sheltered.
Hamas leader Khaled Mashaal.
who also has been based in
Damascus, resurfaced in Cairo,
Egypt, last week, where he again
granted media interviews, spoke
out against Israel and acknowledged taking extra security
precautions. He was believed to
have left Cairo, but would not
say where he was going Syria
has denied evicting him from
Damascus.
A Hamas statement published
on the group's Web site said Israel
"has opened a new door for the
struggle by transferring the battle

THURSDAY
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outside the land of Palestine,"
hinting
it
might
expand
operations against the Jewish
state to its interests outside
Israel.
But a Hamas spokesman in
Lebanon, Osama Hamdan,
denied any decisions have been
made.
"So far, there is no change in
the policies of Hamas," he told
The Associated Press in Beirut.
The group's militant wing in
the Gaza Strip would decide on
retaliation, which Hamdan said
will come at the "appropriate
time and place."
Police were seen recovering
pieces of Khalil's body from the
mangled and bloodstained car.
Debris and broken glass were
scattered at the site, which was

High: 71"
Low: 49'
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Campus reputation hinders variety

STUDENTS, FROM PAGE 1

at tempi lolx'reflective of the high
school graduating population
ill the state ill Ohm,' said Gary
Swegan, director nt Ad missions.
lo he reflective, however,
die University has to specifically recruit in ureas thai have a
higher concentration nt minority
sluilenis. t Ine Way of (loin); this, is
to get involved within the school
districts drrecay
%a0 about relationship building, ami W are trying lo do thai
nn a nnnilxT nl fronts," Swegan
said
The Detroit Mich area is also
one of particular interest to the
University. The Michigan Success
Scholarship, offered through
the office ol Admissions, is an
opporhmrtj foi studentstorecefve
line-halt nil nl the current out-ofState tir Inr nnn-l thin residents.

Etut no matter how much eflbn
the University puts into recruiting
students i if cok n. one of die main
difficulties ofactually getting them
here, is the campus'reputation for
being homogenous,
h is those negative associa
liuns, Rose said, that lead parents
and students m believe that the
campus will lie unwelcoming and
that those who reside here will not
be very accepting,
"People, in choosing their
schools, may he concerned
about what kind of experiences
qualitatively their child is going to
have, and the level nl 'diversity is

something they look at," he said.
"\s a patent thai is something
that I particularly paid attention
to — although, that is not the
controlling factor."

Another issue that sheds a negative light on the i Mversit) i image
is the classroom environment
t luce general education courses are finished, most students ol
color find themselves in a classroom with little or no minority
representation. Additionally, they
are put in the position where
they must be the 'spokesperson'
for their entire race, said lieitina
Shuford assistant vice-president
im Student Affairs and director ol
I In-1 tarter for Multicultural and
Academic Initiatives,
"When a conversation comes
up about diversity and ethnicity;
you're expened to lie the expert
and lalk on behalf of your whole
group or culture," she said. "There
is a lot of pressure that goes on
in terms of trying to fill expectations and not teed into peoples
stereotypes."
One stereotype that Shuford
points out is the assumption
thai students of color come from
underprivileged backgrounds,
or maybe got into the University
through extraneous financial aid
programs.
Financial aid has been one of
the duel reasons fee the Im tease
in the entire student population,
Swegan said
'Seventy percent of our increase
is because of scholarships and

Israeli influence thai
growsintellii-ence
to Syria
that an Arab intelligence
service

iOMBINfi FROM
FRflMPAfiFI
BOMBING,
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-ealed by police. Five Other ears
nuiside Khalil's home were
damaged,
Khalil may have been targeted
because he lived outside the wellguarded Yarmouk Palestinian
refugee camp. His home was on
the ground floor of the 10-story
building in al-Zahraa, where he
moved widi his family about a
year ago. The neighborhood is
modest and densely populated,
with residents living in towering
apartments with simps on their
ground floor and old, single
story stone houses.
On Friday, the Inndon-based
Al-Hayal newspaper reported

had given Israel information on
llamas leaders abroad Including where lliey lived, what their
hobbies were and even what
food they ate. It cited unidentified Arab sources in Europe.
A member of the I lamas political bureau. Mohammed Nazzal,
told The Associated Press in
Cairo that KTialil worked for
I lamas in the (laza Slrip until he
was expelled by Israel in 1992.
Israel has killed main llamas
leaders in the West Bank and
Gaza Strip, but yesterday's
assassination in Damascus was
the first of its kind outside the
Palestinian territories. Israel
tried to assassinate Mashaal in
Ionian In 1997.

different types of financial aid
programs" he said.
I luwevcr,'according to Craig
I i a Hell, director of financial Aid.
"financial aid has nothing to do
with a person's background. What
il does look at is income-related
issues There is no bridge on any
of the general federal or state
funds ai all regarding race."
Ii is assumptions such as these
that may lie the result i flow retention rates for minority students
— particularly after their second
year on-campus, Shuford said.
According to the Office of
Institutional Research, die retention raie for students of color
drops 7.7 percent after the first
year on-campus. And, from year
three to tout ii drops 29.3 percent.
There is no set reason why
minority student retention rates
drop, however, Shuford said.
"Its .i variety ol things. Like in
the general population, it could
be financial concerns, family
concerns or transferring to a
different school — sometimes it's
jusi not a good fit." she said. "We
are investigating to see exactly
what the causes are for students
inn being retained at that level."
The result of the University's
concern, was to create programs
on campus and student organizations thai focus on these concerns
aid in creating a mote supportive
atmosphere,
"Many limes students do feel
that they have to speak for their
ethnicity, and dial's why having

UQ

student organizations that are
supportive of the underrepresented populations are important," said Alberto Gonzalez I Ice
provost for Academic Services.
"As long as you have a climate
tliat is inclusive, diat is welcoming and supportive of all students,
then it will still be okay and there
will be less pressure to be the
minority," he said.
Within the Center for
Multicultural and Academic
Initiatives, there are programs
tiiat have been developed that
follow students from start to
finish in their college experience.
The freshmen development
program involves students and
faculty dial meet three to four
times a semester to discuss
adjustment issues and those dealing widi identity development
Also, Residence Life offers the
SMART Program, which is a peer
mentoring program designed to
pair up new students and upperclass students of color.
The University has made headway towards it's goal of steadily
increasing the number of minority students, though still has a way
logo.
"We know that there is
resistance (towards students of
colorl, but in the face of that resistance we are still trying to gain
access for students," Gonzalez
said. "The more we pay attention to the barriers, die more the
students of color will he
successful."

What is Project Excellence?
RAILROAD. FROM PAGE 1

Created two years ago
by Napoleon Bradford,
part-time instructor in
Education foundations and
Inquiry, Project Excellence was
started as a way to reach out to
studentsattendinghischurch,
Mt. Zion Baptist Church in
Toledo.
"(Project
Excellence)
started as a way to help and
encourage at risk Toledo students that they could achieve
past their current circumstances by exposing them to
students coming from similar
situations thai made il to
college," said Bradford, now
the executive director of the
program.
University
freshman
Marcus I looker says he's the
perfect example ofhowl'roject
Excellence can make a difference. I looker, the first student
involved in Project Excellence
to graduate high school ami
come to the University, end
its the program for challenging him with his schoolwork.
"By the end of the first day
I went I fell in love with il," he
said. "There's so much help
there,"
But since its founding, the
program lias expanded to
include mote students who
want the additional help that
it's not just a ministry for students at Mt. /jon anymore,

Bradford said. Last year the
program ended with just over
40 students and organizers
hope to have 60-70 students
receiving help by die end of
this year, Bradford said.
With moregrowth, Bradford
wants to see the mentors
making more of the decisions.
The group also became a
registered on-campus student organization over the
summer to strengthen the ties
in campus, lie said.
"I'm really hoping to allow a
lui nl the organization's development to be in the mentors'
hands." lie said.
Im Project Excellence
President Angel Lett that
means finding funding for
supplies and encouraging others on campus to get
involved
"A huge long-term goal for
us is In heller accommodate
our students." she said. "I
would really like to open it
up and bring it farther than
where it is. I think (Project
I Millet He) is a lot of blessings for everyone involved."
'For more information
(IIHHII Project Excellence or
to become a mentor, e-mail
Angel Lett al: alettf&'bgnet.
bgSUJXlU- Sessions are held
every Thursday pom a-8 p.m.
In rooms 111 and 113 of the
Business
Administration
Building

MFWS ._—..
Released
prisoners have right
to vote in state
..„.„. "
*"
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CORRECTIONS
Whipple quote on
race was incorrect
In Tuesday's edition of the
BG News. Ed Whipple, Vice
Presidenl of Student Affairs,
was cited in the article,
"Recent Hiring Starts Debate
at University.
The BG News quoted
Whipple as saying, "Training
OUT staff is critical and we
don't have very many staff
members who are colored."
Whipple actually uses the
phrase "people of color"

VOTING, FROM PAGE 1

federal judge on Sept. 3 that die
state prisons department could
help by having parole officers
give written notice lo ex-convicts
saying thai state law allows them
to vote after being released.
"The DHC will support your
efforts," Philip King, a lawyer in
Petro's office, said during a (null r
ence call that attorneys for both
sides had with U.S. District Judge
Sandra Iteckwith. "What they will
do, they'll make— through this
Settlement they can make the
notice available as these individuals come ill to report ... and the
officers can make sure that en h
of diem knows of their rights."

King said dial would lie a mine
effective snlutinn ihan the prisoner advocates' NUggcsIitin nf mail
ing notification letters to thousands of ex-convicts at addresses
that might DO longer lie valid i be
transcript reflects that the prisonet advocacy groups lawyer, David
Singleton, praised King's suggestion as "something that we could
live with,"
The ()l )H(! was sicpping up and
saying 'we're going in do it,' and we
relied on that," Singkton said in a
telephone interview Thursday. "The
state is playing games. They said
they would do E."
The prisons department will not
provide the written notice to fdons.
Gulp said. Singleton said he lias no

plans m renew the lawsuit against
Ulai'kucll. Inn .mused Hlackwell
of blinking (he prisons department Mum going ahead with the
proposal t ado LoParQ a spokesman im Hiackwcii. denied net on
Thursday
I'l'tiii's office released a faxed
exi■hangeolScpt. 1.1 letters between
Singleton and Richard Gogjtame,
a tawya In Renos office, in which
(iiglianesc said the prisons depanmeiit had not agreed (u ,u\\ thing in
regard lo ihelawsuii.
In a respoi ise letter lo ('• igliai icse.
Singleton acknowledged tiiat die
prisons department and the Adult
Parole Authority weren't legally
hound to provide ilie notices to
parolees

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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COMMONS HOSTS CELEBRACION DEL ESPIRITU

CAMPUS

From 11:30 a.m.-2 p.m. Commons Dining Center will
celebrate Hispanic Culture. They will serve dishes
such as Chicken Mole and Calabaza con Puerco. They
will also have a Build Your Own Vegetarian Tostada
Bar along with dessert. This will be All-You-Care-ToEat for $6.95 for lunch and $7.95 for dinner.

get a life
^^^■^^

OPEN HOUSE

li!t|v' nuitvlniMi.ttlu

8:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m
Union Art Exhibit
A collaborative Installation by
the participants of The 2004
Alternative Spring Break: Artist
West Coast Road Trip
Student Union Galleries
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Senior Picture Sign-up
Sponsored by Key Yearbook
Student Union Lobby
11am - 12:30pm
CDFR Speaker Series
'The tailed century of the child
Governing America's young in the
twentieth century" Presentation by
Judith Sealander.
314 Union
11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Dodgeball Sign-up
Sponsored by H20
Union Lobby
11:30 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
Celebracion Del Espiritu
Come join us for a celebration of
Hispanic Culture
Commons Dining Center

12:00 p.m. - 12:30 p.m.
Prayer meeting
Come pray for our campus, country, and world or come if you would
like to be prayed for individually.
We will guide people in praying
for certain things or allow them to
share what they would like prayer
for. Outward focused. For more
information contact Sue DeWalt at
dewaltl@bright.net
Prout Chapel
12:00 p.m - 1:00 p.m.
Caring for Yourself While Caring '
for Others
All who work at BGSU are
caring for others Women are often
expected to be the primary caregivers at home and at work
Although the examples are limitless, this group is for you if you
care about BGSU students, if you
are doing extra while others are
in Iraq, if you care for an animal.
if you have children or elderly
parents (or both), if you care for
yourself. .
Join us for resource information.
support, and coping techniques.
108A Hanna Hall

6-8 p.m.
Accounting Job and Internship
Fair
Professional dress job fair. For
Accounting, Information Systems
Auditing and Control, Master of
Accountancy, and MBA Majors:
Accounting, Information Systems
Bring copies of your resume for
the recruiters.
202 Student Union
7 p.m.
All dressed up and nowhere to

go
A great opportunity to make life
after college alot easier! Come
learn about things you need to
know to make your application
process and overall transition
to grad school or job hunting as
smooth as possible.
217 Olscamp
8 p.m.
Music at the Forefront
Program is Sponsored by
the MidAmerican Center for
Contemporary Music. Free and
open to the public.
Bryan Recital Hall

Sleven Garner BG New:

LA MAIS0N FRANCAISE: French House Director Angeline Bourgoin, from Blois, France, chats it
up with Caroline Foerster, a German studying American Culture at an open house - she hosted
Friday from 6-8 p.m.. Nourishment, cake, and conversation seemed to be enjoyed by all in
attendance.

Welcome to the real world: Interns prepare to face the future
By Oavtd Lyman
'Maybe the) hired too many
interns," miggiwwd Dab) Vang
Not a bad theory. Vang and
neart) .Ul of the othei in
interns at the Detroit office
ul Detohte and louche had
nothing to do. they'd Finished
their weddong orientation at the
accounting giant and ihej were
ready to work
But there wasn't any. Not
much, anyway
"We'd walk around from office
to office and ask if anyone had
work to do," said Nancy Stano
.11. a senior ai the University ol
Michigan. 'We called it trick or
treating."
Yang called it "trolling for
work."
Others had ruder names for
thedaO) rounds.
Whatever they chose to
call it, it meant that the) were
iicgging for work. Occasionally

the] found it Hut il was lunik
what they hoped for.
Yang spent several days
stuffing and sealing envelopes,
"Crap work,' she i ailed It None
of li. i colleagues argued with
the sentiment, though the]
were more tactful with their
descriptions.
Detoitte's Intent class is made
up ol students who are at the top
of the heap at their schools. I'hcv
have stellar grade point averages
and are leaders in various aspects
of campus life. When it comes to
envelope-stuffing ihe/re a tad
overqualified.
But then, ihis is anothei
one of the challenges of being
Bit intern. These jobs are. aftei
all, entry-level positions Even
Iowa than entry level because
intents are still outsiders. They
haven1! really joined the team vet
In some ways, they're glorified
temp workers.

their mettle and then commit
ntent to this career. There are
no class assignments. No extra
credit. Ihis round of life will
belong to those who are
tenacious and are able to
I reate
opportunities
for
themselves. It is a profound
lesson in the working world.
In time, even Yang grew
philosophical about what she
knew was a temporary dilemma.
"When you're an intern,
sometimes you do intern woik."
she admitted. "No matter what
you're going to be putting in
the time. It's just that 1 like to
run Muff I like to pull together a
million pieces and have it turn
out just the way I knew it would.
So right now, it's frustrating _ I've
waited so long for this."
W Itfain days, she'd get her first
assignment, working on an audit

"When you're an
intern, sometimes
you do intern work
... no matter what,
you're going to be
putting in the time."
DAISY YANG. DEL0ITTEINERN
of an environmental services
company in the Detroit suburbs.
I hioittc hadn't forgotten about
die interns, of course. It's just that
it's difficult to predict precisely
when work of substance will be
available, particularly work that's
appropriate for green beans, as
Deloitters call their accounting
rookies. Within days, they began
wading into real work.
lessica Krebsbach is normally

a chirpy and talkative person. But
diis morning, she's quiet as she
sets off on her first day of work
on Deloitte's GMAC account.
Deloitte's space at GMAC
is nearly identical to the one
Krebsbach just left. Gray on gray
on gray— spare and antiseptic.
At least there are windows.
And familiar faces, too: interns
Pan llinojosa and Erik larson.
Suddenly, the working world
feels less intimidating. And
there, in the middle of a row of
three cubicles, is one with a sign
that says "Jessica Krebsbach."
She grins. It's not beautiful. t)r
spacious. But it's hers. Life is
good.
There's a short tour of the
office and lots of introductions. And after a short miniorientation and lunch with the
new gang. Krebsbach is hurled

into die real world of derivatives,
a financial instrument used for
hedging exposures to variability
in cash flows.
"So far it's not bad," Krebsbach
says as her first day nears an end.
"The toughest part is keeping up
with the acronyms."
It does seem that there's
an obsession with them.
Deloittespeak. as they call
it. involves things like BDMs
(Business
Development
Man-agers), SA numbers (Service
Authorization numbersi and
\|S\\ Automated lime System
forWindows), which will soon be
replaced by DTE (Deloitte Time
and Expense). Of course, you
have to be sure you don't confuse
that with the other DTE — DTE
Energy, another Deloitte client.

It's limes like these that test
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Enroll in the National Student Exchange!

Attend one of 175 colleges in the'U.S. for up to one academic year while paying BGSU tuition!
SURE. WE USE TOP NOTCH INCREMENTS. BUT OUR
SANDWICHES IKE ALSO J INCHES BIGGER THAN THE
NEXT GUV'S. BECAUSE IT'S NOT THE MOTION OF THE
OCEAN. BABY. IT'S THE SIZE OF YOUR SANDWICH.

W9 LET THE TRUTH BE KNOWN.
SERIOUS SANDWICH DELIVERY

1616 E.W00STER-419-352-7200

No out-of-sta'te-fees. Credits Transfer. Explore West Cost, Midwest, East Coast, South.
The National Student Exchange Information Session
314 Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Wednesday, September 29, 1:00 p.m.
Thursday, October 28, 5:00 p.m.
Tuesday, November 30, 3:00 p.m.
Wednesday, December 8, 11:30 a.m.
For more details,Contact the NSE Program at 2 6043 ot t> mail gfolkitv.'|,bgnet.bgsu.edu
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QUOTEI NTQli<m!
"I've never seen a man in my life I wanted
to marry. And I'm gonna be blunt and
plain; if one ever looks at me like that, I'm
gonna kill him and tell God he died."
Evangelist IIMMV SWAGGARJin a recent klcviMoii set ran. Swaggart has
since apologized lor the umnmitv n«xw«ai nt«}
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Fitting moments of silence
Over the weekend, at the
home tennis match and football
game against Northern Illinois
University, a moment of silence
was held in honor of Aaron
Richardson.
The moments of silence came
at the beginning of the events.
We would like to commend
the football team for recognizing
Richardson anil his place on the
team. Richardson, a walk on to
the football learn died less than
two weeks ago during football
practice. His death was attributed to complications from sickle
cell anemia.
The tennis team more than
likely did know Richardson.

meaning they may had never
met him. I lowever. they felt it
necessary to take time to honor
me memorj ol a member of the
BGSU community.
(he 25,000 plus fans in DcKalb,
III. who did not know who Aaron
rUchardson was, still took a
moment to honor his memory.
President lliheau continuously
speaks about building community throughout campus. The various athletic teams set an example
over the weekend of what com
inunity should embrace.
This is not the first time a
similar event has happened 'lwo
years ago, a women's soccer play
er passed away. Again, all of the

Draft would take
aim at students
AT ISSUE: If the United States were to invade
another country, how would it affect us?
first call-ups to the military will

athletic teams took time before
the game to honor her memory.
I he University community
continues to grow stronger. In
2001. the University held an
extensive memorial service for
six girls who passed away coming home from Spring Break and
later built a memorial for them
outside Pounders 1 lall.
We would like to take the time
to thank the University community, in particular the athletic
deportment Tiie community has
once again proved that no matter
who you are on campus, you are
si ill a Falcon, and with that, you
are a part of us.

SKIEu Ifs (deciding,' not 'undecided'
0NTHE STREET
What do you know
about Bowling Green
State University?

take place on )une 15th of 2005.
As the current conscription
law stands, the following would
take place upon reinstatement
of the draft:

SAM
ADAMS
Guest Columnist
Let's talk about the draft.
Many news reporting
agencies as well as politicians are saying that the draft
will not be necessary to
continue fighting the war on
terror. But widi talk emanating
from the White House about
regime change in Iran, and
the still difficult fighting that
is occurring in Iraq, we may
be closer to a draft than most
would like to think.
The reason everyone is so
tight lipped about it makes
sense though; who would vote
for a president that wants to
send our young men into a
foreign country that hasn't
attacked the U.S. or shown any
intention to?
The following
information I am
about to relay to
you is fact, and it's
scary when you
think about it. All
of this information
can be accessed by
going to www.sss.
gov — dial's the
selective service
systems Web site
— or thomasJoc.
gov, the congressional Web site which allows
you to search for proposed
bills.
Earlier this year Cieorge W.
Bush increased the budget
for the SSS. At the same time
that the SSS is being beefed
up, the Pentagon, in a supposedly unrelated move, posted
a message on their home site
requesting applications and
volunteers to fill vacancies on
local draft boards.
This is an interesting
situation; the president has
increased the draft budget, and
is now seeking people to fill
draft board vacancies.
According to the SSS Web
site the government has no
current plans to reinstate the
draft, and the budget increase
was meant to just maintain
operational levels in
accordance with law.
On March 31 of 2005 the
SSS is required tojeport to the
president that the system is
ready to be activated. If activation occurs at this point the

1. A lottery system would be
set up; those who are turning
20 years old that year would be
the first called, ali the way up to
the age of 26. According to the
SSS, 18 and 19 year olds would
most likely be exempt from
draft status.
2. The selective service is
then reactivated and boards
begin assembling.
3. The appeals boards are
men created and set up to
iK-gin reviewing appeal
statuses.
4. Onc-hundred-and-nintythree days after activation the
first inductees are delivered to
the military. If you are a college
student you will not be exempt
of draft status as the law stands
now. College students
will be permitted to
finish their current
semester at school
but then must report
to their draft boards
for induction.
Currently there are
twin bills sitting in
Congress to reinstate
the draft, S.R. 89 and
ll.R. 163. Both of
these bills are holding
in the committee of
Amied Services, 90 percent of
all bills die in committee, but
the fact that they are still there
after a year in a holding pattern
is suspicious If war is declared
in Iran and the president
requests the draft, it would not
take long for Congress to pass
the lwo bills.
These bills modify the
current draft laws and require
not only men. hut also women
to be registered for draft status.
The budget increase, the
introduction of the two bills,
and the filling of draft board
slots should make everyone
suspicious.
When you go to the polls this
November, keep these facts in
mind. As the Bush administration discusses regime change
in Iran, ask yourself if you truly
want to be there, because by
the time your current parking
pass for the University expires,
you may be studying abroad, in
Iran, Iraq, Afghanistan or any
other country the president
sees fit to invade.

"If you are
a college
student you
will not be
exempt of
draft status
as the law
stands now."
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BRIAN YENDLE
POSTGRADUATE
"We know it's in Ohio.'

ADAM M0RLEY
SENIOR
"You're big rivals
with Toledo."

HEATHER FLYNN
JUNIOR
"It's in Iowa."

AT ISSUE: Freshmen's decision of selecting a major shouldn't be a stressful one.
majored in IPC or creative
writing.
JESSICA
However, there is a lot of
FAUSNAUGH
pressure put upon college
Opinion Columnist students, especially incoming
freshmen and sophomores, to
pick the "right" major as soon
as possible and get going on it.
Picking a major for many
More than that, many times
is a daunting decision
there is an unspoken fear of
and full of outside presbeing "undecided," as if it were
sure. But being'undecided' is
going to rear its ugly head and
a scary place when it doesn't
strike you down into the swelreally have to be.
tering pit of indecisiveness.
We've all heard it: "So, what's
This kind of pressure can
your major?"
spend more time, energy, and
make college an incredibly
This question can mean an
money at the University.
scary place to be. Why else do
awkward moment for many
On die other hand, say you
so many high school students
college students out there who
spend your first couple years
dread graduation? I find it
don't have an answer.
"deciding," exploring all the
hard to believe it is because
Some students will turn it
different majors and careers
they would rather stay in high
into a joke. "Well, that's a very
available to you, recognizschool. It's because they feel the
good question," or "Well, my
ing and developing your own
pressure of planning the next
major is pending."
40 years of their lives by next fall. personal strengths and end up
However, we all know we can
making an informed decision
Now, I'm not pretending
only joke about it for so long.
on a career path that will best
that picking a major is not an
Eventually, we are going to have
suit your values and goals in life.
important decision, and one
to pick a major in order to work
There are tons of people
you should make as soon as
towards it and graduate.
willing and waiting to help you.
possible. I lowever, do some
No pressure or anything!
We don't have an office at our
research and discover what
1 mean, our major will only
University labeled the Career
determine what path our future you're going to enjoy. You work
Center for nothing! They're
harder and earn better grades
career will follow, what we'll
there to work with you personwhen you enjoy what you're
be doing for the next 40 years,
ally, to help you find a career
doing.
what kind of house we will be
path that will coincide with
Don't be afraid to be a "nonable to afford and what kind
your interests, abilities, values
major" major in the beginning,
of lifestyle we'll be able to lead.
and personality.
and ask for help.
Right?
The Career Center is located
It isn't a negative thing, but a
Wrong! Picking a major is not
at 300 Saddlemire, where you
positive.
Two
of
my
professors
a major life decision.
can obtain information, take
told a class of mine recently
Did you know that 90 percent
self assessments and even talk
that a college student is never
of jobs are not determined by
one-on-one with someone if
"undecided" — they are
what major you had in college?
you choose. You can also find
Karen Socher majored in politi- "deciding." And, "deciding" is
them on-line, http:/'www.bgsu.
the smartest way to go.
cal science, now she works in
edu/offices/sa/career/.
I lere's an all-too-familiar situthe music industry. Darren Star
for Honors students, the
ation to illustrate what I mean:
was an English major and later
Honors center at Hanna Hall is
Everyone's laying it on thick ,
he went on to create hit televialways very helpful as well.
for you to pick a major, so you
sion shows like "Melrose Place.''
Don't be afraid to take your
pick a major. You're pretty sure
The types of jobs you will be
time in picking a major, just to
you're interested in it; you
able to enjoy are not dictated
avoid the daunting "undecided"
continue working towards it.
by your major. So you can
milestone. Do your unassigned
Then, one or even three years
take "picking a major" off your
homework, discover what your
down the road you change
"major life decisions list," right
passion is, what your strengths
your mind when you have a
next to "picking who you will
are and take time to decide to
clearer vision of what the career
spend the rest of your life with."
pursue something you enjoy
actually is. Now you're faced
Employers value work expenow rather than change later.
with a decision. Stick with a
rience, computer skills, time
career path that isn't suited for
management and answering
E-mail Jessica with comments
you and graduate on time, or
the phone professionally much,
atjfausna@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
choose a different major and
much more than whether you

"Why do so many
high school students
dread graduation?
Because they feel the
pressure of planning
the next 40
years of their lives
by next fall."

RYAN FLYNN
SENIOR
'Tour mascot is the
Falcon. Benny the
Falcon*
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Got something on your mind? Let us know what you
think. Submit a letter to the editor.

thenews@bgnews.com

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area,
GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
are usually also in response to a current issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green area.

POLICIES
Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
Letters to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, year and phone number
should be included for verification
purposes. Personal attacks, unverified
information or anonymous submissions will not be printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an attachment to thenewsiabgnews.com
with the subject line marked "Letter
to the Editor or "Guest Corumn."Only
e-mailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing. All letters are
subject to review for length and darity
before printing
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the views of The BG News.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR Religion taught in class?
War only understood
by those involved
This is in response to Mr. Scharfeld's column.
It is sad lo see that we have once again become
so ignorant of war that people are longing for it
and standing in defense of it.
This stems from the relative peace our generation has been fortunate enough to live in. Our
parents and grandparents were not so lucky,
living through and being witness to the Vietnam
War and the Second World War, they have a better
understanding of the horrors of war.
War is not good. It is not glorious. War is helL
No civilian can understand this like a man, or
woman, who has been in combat The closest
we civilians can get is to read from those who are
brave enough to speak out and describe war to
those of us fortunate enough not to have lived it.
1 speak of Sassoon, lones, Graves, Brooke,
O'Brien, Remarque, and Swofford to name a few.
These men fought and returned home to write of
the evil that is war in the hopes that others would
not have to light as they did.
Unfortunately, we have yet again managed to
ignore their pleads.
I do not suggest that war is entirely unavoidable, but I do believe that this one was. You argue
that Bush has been a phenomenal military leader. If he was, he would not have led us to war. He

would not have sent our soldiers to their deaths
for reasons that now seem weak at best And he
certainly would not have sent them in without an
exit strategy.
You ask if a man "who renounces his country's
military symbol [is] a man you want in charge of
the most powerful military on earth?" And I say
yea For only a soldier can truly understand war
and how important it is to try to avoid it in the
future.
MATTHEW FIDLER
STUDENT

Thanks to girls who
recovered lost PDA
On Thursday, September 23,1 lost my PDA in
the parking lot of McFall Center. It was found by
two young ladies and dropped off at the front
desk in the Office of Admissions.
I have no idea as to the identity of the two
young ladies, but I would like to say "thank you"
for returning the device to my office. Not only
does it contain lots of information, but the device
itself was a birthday present and holds special
value.
DAVID M. RICE
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF ADMISSIONS

President not to blame for
unforeseen errors in Iraq
accuse him of draining the
economy through his military
expeditions.
However, a close looks at
Guest Columnist
the President's foreign policies
show that he has led a very
As we move toward the
successfully foreign policy
Flection Day, President
which unfortunately has been
Bush's foreign policy has
received increasing scrutiny. It's clouded by the unpredictable
often depicted by opponents as crisis in Iraq.
U.S. forces successfully
a failure.
toppled the notorious proThis is largely because of the
Al-Qaeda Taliban regime in
failure to get weapons of mass
Afghanistan and installed a
destniction, a major reason for
more open and pro- democracy
going to war against Iraq, and
regime.
the emergence of an insurrecI lowever, although the countion in Iraq fueled by ethnic
try is experiencing incursions
nationalism and pockets of
by the weakened
terrorists operat"The war in Taliban remnants.
ing in die country.
is largely
Adding credence
Iraq seems Afghanistan
stable and has held
to this position
to be headed democratic elections
also is the failure to
have inspired
capture Bin Laden.
in the right that
the world. The countailuie to destroy the
direction — try would have great
Al-Oaeda
instituterrorist network
as evidenced democratic
tions that would
and the reluctance
by handing- propel the country
of the international
prosperity soon.
community to
over of power toMoreover,
this move
contribute troops to
to the Iraqis has disorganized the
bolster the efforts of
American troops on on schedule." international terrorist
network, particularly
the warfronl.
rendering Al-Qaeda
Indeed, traditional allies such as France have not barely alive.
His nonsense approach to
only refused to help, but have
foreign policy has pushed Israel
vigorously campaigned against
to declare a unilateral pullout
the involvement of NATO and
from the Gaza strip; Sudan
U.N. support in these war mishas made peace with its longsions.
Capitalizing on the foregoing standing foe. the SPIA (Sudan
Peoples liberation Army) and
developments, the president's
the declaration of the Darfur
opponents have systematically
crisis as genocide has sent a
managed to portray him as a
tough message to Sudan that
person who lacks the proper
USA will not fold its arms on
grasp of foreign policy, a war
the issue.
adventurer and an antagonist
Somalia, which has remained
who has isolated the country
stateless for a long time, has
from its allies. They further
BENARD
MANYIBE

inaugurated its transitional
government. Charles Taylor, a
notorious dictator who ruled
Liberia with an iron fist,
relinquished power. And former
Haiti President Aristite Barwitc
surrendered power after he
failed to stabilize the country.
All these hot spots in the
world are now experiencing
or have hope for peace in the
future, a credit to President
Bush's resolute foreign
approach.
It is also important to note
that President Bush has
garnered a formidable coalition force such as Britain, Italy,
tapan and Germany in the war
in Iraq contrary to the believe of
many people here at home,
Further, although dogged
by many obstacles, the war in
Iraq seems to lie headed in the
right direction — as evidenced
in the handing-over of power
to the Iraqis on schedule, and
the peace agreement with Al
Sadr, who is leading the most
organized and powerful militia
in Iraq today.
Besides, the renouncing
of a plan to produce weapons of mass destruction by
MuhammarGuaddafi, the leader of Iibya. seems to be a result
of the impact of the Iraq war,
consequently signifying that
anti-U.S. forces in the region
may in the long-run give up.
Indeed, President Bush has
had a very successful foreign
policy regime, although overshadowed by the war in Iraq.
He has maintained the
standing of the USA as a
powerful country that protects
democracy in the world, in
spite of terrorists' threats that
have engaged him throughout
his reign.

You can post feedback on any column at our Web site: www.bgnews.com.

REAL DREAMS COME TRUE
REAL EASY. REAL FAST. QUICK!

BRENT
DAGGET
Guest Columnist
Due to individals passing
out the New Testament
on Wednesday, the
thought of allowing public
school prayer crossed my mind.
"I pledge allegiance to the
flag of the United of America
and to the Republic for which it
stands, one Nation under
(liberalism], indivisible, with
liberty and justice for all."
In June of 2002, the Ninth
Circuit Court of Appeals in
California ruled that the Pledge
of Allegiance is unconstitutional
because it endorsed religion,
forcing young children across
the nation to omit the word
"God" when reciting this pledge
in school. This is why I have
created a plan in order for individuals to express their
religious beliefs/prayers in
schools as long as it poses no
danger, inconvenience, or
forced participation by
unwanted individuals.
(iirrently, 87 percent of the
United States is Christian,
however using the word "God"
or expressing Christian views in
public schools is not allowed,
while promoting other "religious cultures" are.
At the start of the 2002 school
year, the University of North
Carolina required all incoming freshman to attend a week
long-long orientation and read
the book "Approaching the
Quran: TheEarlyRevelations,"

by Michael Sells. Afterwards,
a discussion would take place
regarding the book in order for
these students to understand
the September 11th hijackers
and their motives.
This requirement caused
several new students to file a
restraining order against this
practice, later denied by a U.S.
District Court ludge.
Another court suit was filed
in Byron, California after students were forced to choose a
Muslim name, dress in Muslims
garbs, and give up their lunch
for one day in order to understand the Islamic month of
Ramadan, according to an
article written by C.T. Rossi
in 2002 ("Is America Turning
Towards Islam?").
As one can imagine both
these schools adopted such
programs in order for students
to be more tolerant toward
diversity.
The ACLU aLso appears to
have conflicting views when it
comes to interpreting the Bill
of Rights. The ACLU opposes
allowing student prayer and
expressing other religious
beliefs in public schools,
while defending the NAMBLA
organization's Web site cites the
First Amendment's right to free
speech.
When reviewing these situations, it seems ironic how our
nation bends over backwards
to accommodate other religious beliefs or deviant behavior while making it illegal to
mention "God" and Christian
beliefs.

Since court cases past and
present have ruled the Bible
and prayer unconstitutional,
I have come up with a plan
to add religion back into the
school systems.
A "Religion Awareness Week"
should be incorporated into
the education curriculum and
take place during the week of
September 11.
The week will have students
in grades fourth through twelfth
throughout the U.S. write
papers explaining the history,
practices, and beliefs regarding
their respective religious affiliations.
The aforementioned criteria
might be too technical for students in the primary grades so
these students will have their
choice to tell a story, sing a song
pertaining to their religion, or
give a brief description about
their place of worship.
The purpose of "Religion
Awareness Week" is to give
students information to help
explain views that some people
have regarding certain issues, to
encourage students to respect
their classmates' different
views, to gain a new perspective on different lieliefs and
practices, and to teach students
that there isn't any one religion
that is superior to another, thus
avoiding an ethnocentrism
belief in later years.
Editors note: lliis guest
column edited for space.
Supplemental material can be
found online.

Anna's fake breasts, message
IKECHUKWU
ENENMOH
U-WIRE Columnist
Iowa State Daily
On Sunday, I was flipping
through the channels when
Anna Nicole Smith came on.
I dropped die pizza I was eating and my eyes widened. It
wasn't her big boobs that made
me stare, nor was it her sexy
red dress. It was what she was
advertising. "It's TrimSpa baby,"
she said, as she tossed her hair
and wiggled like a grasshopper
with no legs.
According to the commercial,
Anna Nicole Smith has loss
more than 60 pounds from
taking die weight loss pill
TrimSpa. She was doing the
commercial to show the viewers how her life had been
transformed from being fat and
unhappy to being skinny and
cheerful.
Yeah right.
There are thousands of
weight-loss pills out there, and
there are millions of people
who take them. However, none
of these pills actually works
permanendy without the
behavioral changes to
accompany them.
Judith Trumpy, nutrition
therapist at the TTiielen Student
Health Center, said hardly
anyone can lose weight on a pill
without the lifestyle changes to
accompany it.
The Food and Drug
Administration doesn't approve
these pills based on how well

they work. They approve them
based on whether or not they
are harmful, and even then bad
pills slip through the cracks.
It took the highly publicized
death of Rashidi Wheeler, a
Northwestern football player,
for the FDA to ban ephedrine.
Who knows how many people
died from weight-loss products
containing ephedrine before it
was banned?
There are so many girls who
think they are overweight who
are actually at a healthy weight.
According to qualityhealth.
com, not enough fat around a
woman's hips or thighs is
actually unhealthy. Just because
a lot of people with unhealthy
habits are fat doesn't mean that
everyone that doesn't look like
Paris Hilton is hyper-obese.
Several studies have been
done that show that fat girls
who exercise regulariy are
actually healthier than skinny
girls who don't. If you are as
skinny as a broomstick and you
eat salads for every meal, take
note.
Several of diese drug companies create a fantasy world
and then lure people in with
deceiving commercials. In their
fantasy world, you have to be
skinny to be healthy. In their
fantasy vvorid, Paris Hilton is
accepted as die standard of
beauty, happiness and health.
In their fantasy worid. people

who don't look like models are
ugly, unhappy and unhealthy.
These companies set people
out on a dubious, elusive tilta-whirl of weight losses and
weight gains that end up in an
abyss of discontent It is common knowledge among health
professionals that you can't lose
weight permanently on a pill
alone, so why do people still
try?
Quite often, the dangers of
being "overweight" are overstaled while the dangers of
continuous weight cycling are
understated. The failure rate for
sustained weight loss by using
pills is almost ioo percent
Therefore, drug companies that
sell these weight loss pills are
actually doing more harm than
good.
Human beings were not
meant to be cringing beings
defined by 30-second commercials or by covergirls with
skinny legs and fake boobs.
We were all meant for so much
more. Even though we may not
be skinny or pretty but only
average and obscure, we are
each unique in our own way.
In our own unique way we can
live healthy life styles.
Don't be duped by pseudo
pills and blonde representatives
(e.g. Anna Nicole Smith). Don't
go searching for weight-loss
magic in the neverending maze
of weight-loss "science."
It would take you the rest of
your life.

Want to learn more
about the

«^

NUISANCE order in BG 7
Come prepared to learn from
and ask questions to city officials
about the nuisance party order in
Bowling Green.
PANEL INCLUDES:
Mayor John Quinn
Prosecuting Attorney Matt Reger
(ity Council Member Mike Zicker

Real dream loans for real people, real fast.
Get started on your dream home sooner with Exchange Bank. You get answers
faster because we make loan decisions right here, where you're building your
home. Surprised? Welcome to Exchange Bank, friendly advisors for 100 years.

\ . //

i

Student Legal Service's Rodney Fleming
BG (ity Police Department's Brad Conner
Any questions or concerns contact Michael fort al mwtorVojnrf.Acicj rou

/ tm /|_. QQ%

R VIT.S \S LOW \S T./Ztm

Ask about our loan programs for home purchases and refinancing!

w BcchangeBank
^^

Luckiy
Walbridfc
Holland
Perryihurg
Sylvan,a

Real banking Real people Real neighbors

235 Main St. • 419-833-3401
311 N. Main St. • 419-666-2955
940 Clarion Ave.'419-868-1515
610 E. South Boundary St. • 419-874-2090
6401 Monroe St. • 419-882-2145

Alpha Gamma Delta
rockin' since 1904
come hang out with the women of AGD
Sept 27 for rootBEER float nightsN
Sept 28 for Games with the Gams
Sept 29 for fun and crafts
Every night from 8-10pm

Hope to see you there.
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SUSPECT WANTED FOR KIDNAPPING KILLED IN RAID
KARACl II, Pakistan (API — Paramilitary police killed a suspected
top al-Qaida operative, wanted for alleged involvement in the
kidnapping of Wall Street Journal reporter Daniel Pearl, during a
four-hour shootout yesterday at a southern Pakistan house, the
information minister said.

WORLD

Taliban commander killed in Afghanistan
By Noor Wian
IH! ASSOCIATED PRfSS

KANDAHAR, Afghanistan — A
former inmate al the US. prison
camp atGuantanamoBay, (luba,
who returned to Afghanistan
lo rejoin the Taliban as a key
commander, was killed along
with two fellow fighters in a raid
by Afghan security limes, two
senior officials said yesterday.
Interim President Hamid
k.ii AH. meanwhile, made a visit
— under heavy security — to a
northern warlord whose influ-

ence could swing the Oct. 9 ment. Security forces launched
presidential election, which the the raid after surrounding the
Taliban and their anti-govern- house where the militants were
hiding. No Afghan forces were
ment allies threaten to disrupt.
The Caliban commander, reported hurt.
The governor said Ghaffai
Mauh i Abdul c jhaflar, died along
with two comrades in a gunbat- had been a senior Taliban
in
northern
tle Saturday night in Uruzgan, a commander
southern province, said Gov. Ian Afghanistan and was arrested
about two months afterall.S.-led
Mohammed Khan.
He said authorities had coalition drove the militia from
received intelligence that power in late 2001. lie was held
Ghaffai was hiding in a village for eight months at Guantanamo
called l'ishi and was planning Bay before his release and return
an attack against the govern- to Afghanistan,

Khan and Afghan Interior U.S.-backed government despite
Minister Ali Ahmad Mali Khan the deployment of thousands of
said Ghaffar was then appoint- U.S. forces to hunt them down.
Officials are predicting an
ed leader of Taliban fighters
in Uruzgan, a rugged region upsurge in violence before
believed to be a stronghold of historic presidential elections on
Oct. 9.
the hardline Islamic militia.
On Saturday, suspected
U.S. military officials said they
could not immediately confirm Taliban rebels attacked a convoy
Ghaffar had once been in U.S. of coalition and Afghan forces
in Uruzgan who were patrolling
custody.
Taliban-led insurgents are to increase security ahead of
active in much of southern the election and killed a district
and eastern Afghanistan and chief, Khan said.
The rebels opened fire on a
frequently launch attacks on the

vehicle carrying Char Cheno
district chief Wali Ian, killing
him and seriously injuring two
Afghan soldiers in the Yakhdan
area, he said, The rebels fled into
surrounding mountains after
the .mm k.
No coalition forces were hurt.
Khan said.
Maj. Mark McCann. a U.S.
military spokesman in Kabul,
confirmed the attack on the
convoy near Deh Kawood — a
town in Uruzgan where there is
a small Its base — in which one

Swiss voters reject loosening of tough citizenship rules
By Jonathan Fowler
THE ASSOCiA'CO PRESS

(IENEVA — Dashing die chance
lor almost 200,000 youngsters to
get citizenship easily, voters in
this Alpine country rejected two
government proposals to loosen
tough naturalization rules in a
referendum yesterday.
Nearly 57 percent of voters
Opposed granting automatic
ddzenship to third-generation
children born to immigrant
families, In it slightly closer result,
nearly 52 percent rejected easing
naturalization rules for first- and
second-generation residents
raised and schooled here.
"This is a sad day for
Switzerland," (Haudfc) Micheloni,
head of a migrants' Integration
association, said of voters' third
denial of citizenship liberalization in 21 years.
In other questions, voters
supported a government-paid

national maternity leave system, would have received citizenship democracy, seldom exceed 50
but rejected a citizen initiative and some 117,000 other young- percent. But the bitter debate
to block the closure of small post sters could have made speedy stoked by the citizenship
applications.
offices to save money
question drew 53 percent of the
"We arc angry and disap- country's 4.7 million voters.
About a fifth of the 7.2
million people living in pointed," said Doris Bianchi,
The result underlined the
Switzerland are not citizens, spokeswoman ol an association political divide between the
most of them immigrants oi Swiss-bom foreigners. "We country's more liberal lrench
from Italy and the Balkans or feel we're pan of this country."
Right-wing opponents argued speaking areas and its conservatheir offspring. It is one of the
highest proportions in Europe, the changes would undermine tive German-speaking regions
Voters in French cantons
partly because Swiss law makes what it means to be Swiss. They
ddzenship relatively hard to get. drew widespread criticism over gave solid backing to the
Immigrants have to wait at a referendum campaign that citizenship proposals, joined
least 12 years to apply for nant- featured Osama bin Laden's by German-speaking Basel. But
ralization, and their Swiss-born photo on a Swiss ID card and most German areas, from urban
claiming giant Zurich to tiny Appenzell
children and even grandchildren advertisements
do not qualify automatically. Switzerland could be taken over rejected them. Italian-speaking
Main people also decide not by Muslims.
Ticino also voted no.
"We don't want Switzerland to
to seek naturalization to avoid
In a separate poll, 55 percent
complex procedures, which be a doorway for all and sundry," of voters approved a plan for the
once included visits by inspec- said Maria Angela Guyot, an
tors who checked that applicants' official of the Swiss People's Party government to pay for 14 weeks
of maternity leave, replacing a
apartments conformed to Swiss ''The current rules are fine."
Turnout for referendtims, system of widely varying benefits
standards of cleanliness.
If the rules had changed. which are held several times set by the country's 26 cantons or
around 80,000 grandchildren a Mar in Switzerland's direct Individual companies.

Martial Tre/zini Al' I'! I

VOTING: A man points at the first results of the Internet vote which
appear on a computer screen in Geneva, Switzerland, it is set to make
history by holding the wortd's first national referendum in which some
voters can cast their ballots over the Internet

FREE Sept.
Senior
Portraits
29,30 and Oct. 1
Senior Potttatts
ta^en at

The B\acV-

Swamp Y"
to the Sttf*

free

\

A free portrait session automatically gets your photo in the
2005 KEY Yearbook Senior Section.
And you'll receive four poses to select prints from, too!
Please make an appointment at 372-8634, but walk-ins will be accepted!
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BRIEFING
Falcons lose heartbreaker at Eastern

MONDA

IHE 8C NEWS

The Bowling Green women's
soccer team gol two first half
goals from Molly Bremen and
Samantha Meister, but could
not pull off the win at Eastern
Michigan.
Eastern's three goals came in
a ten minute span in the first
half.
The loss drops the Falcons to
1-8-1 overall and 0-3-1 in MidAmerican Conference play.
Head the BG News tomorrow
for more information on the
game.

VB takes
two more
thispast
weekend
Falcons down Toledo
Friday before taking
out Northern Illinois
Saturday in MAC play.
By Jason A. Oixon
SENIOR REPORTER

Hie Toledo Rockets may have
had the momentum taking a 100 record into Friday night's Mid
American Conference opener
against the Bowling Green State
volleyball team, but the Falcons
captured the moment with a
decisive win over the Rockets
in four matches (30-25, 23-30.
30-24,30-20).
Saturday, BG's newfound
MOM of swagger was evident
from tin' outset in taking the
Northern Illinois Huskies "to the
pound" during a four-match victory, which gave the Falcons their
ninth win in 10 games and first
2-0 start in the MAC since 1998.
"Tfiis was huge for us, coming
out and winning our first two
conference games at home," said
Amber Mareski. who notched
her 2,500 assist in the win over
NIU. "Hopefully, we showed
.< of the conference that
we're going to be a pretty good
team this year."
BG (9-4. 2-0) came into the
match against HT looking for
their fourth consecutive victory
in the series.
After the two teams battled to
a 20-20 tie in the first match, the
Falcons went a 10-5 run to end
game capped off by freshmen
Maggie Karges' kill.
The Rockets (10-2, 0-2) would
bounce back in the second
match by holding BG to a .205
hining percentage and producing 12 more kills (24-12), while
hitting .305.
But the Falcons responded
after the intermission with the
help of some Rocket miscues
and the one-two punch of Karges
and Emily Manser, who came off
the bench to post 12 kills and 17
defensive digs.
VOLLEYBALL. PAGE 8
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Vizquel plays last game
By Tom Withers
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

tony Dejak AP Photo

GOODBYE: Indians' shortstop
Omar Vizquel waves to the
crowd before batting in what
may be his last game at
Jacobs Field as an Indian.

Omar Vizquel got a warm sendoff in possibly his final home
game for Cleveland, and the
Minnesota Twins reached 90
wins for the third straight season
with a 6-2 victory over the Indians
on Sunday.
Vizquel. the Indians' wildly
popular shortstop, went l-for-4
in the team's home finale — perhaps his last wearing Cleveland's
white jersev.
Carlos Silva (14-8) allowed
one run and eight hits in seven

innings, improving to 4-0 in his
last eight starts, Jacque Jones
had two RBIs to help the playoff-bound Twins win for just the
second time in six games.
The AL Central champions (9066) are still trying to clinch homefield advantage in the first round.
Vizquel, a three-time All-Star
and nine-time Gold Glove winner, is expected to become a free
agent in November. He has a
mutual $5 million option for next
season that the Indians are not
likely to pick up.
The 37-year-old Vizquel

Northern cruises past BG
on ESPN2 in DeKalb, 34-17

ByAdamrlritzak

ASSIST ANT SPORTS EDITOR

Receiving an enormous boost
from their backup ninning
back Garrett Wolfe, Northern
Illinois pounded their running
attack at B() 10 seal their victory.
Tied at halftime, both teams
were looking for a spark to put
them over the edge. Due to a
left ankle sprain for NIU starting ninning back A.I. Harris, the
I luskies turned to Wolfe, who
had one carry for negative two
yards in the first half.
1 le used his speed and agilitv
to torture the Falcon defense,
which tackled poorly all game,
running for three second
half touchdowns.
just didn't tackle," said
BG head coach Gregg Brandon.
"That litde #1 (Wolfe), I'll give
him his props. He's a little scat
back. I le was low to the ground
and quick."
An all-around solid performance from the Huskies
guided them to victory as they
BenSwanjer BGNws
knocked off the Falcons 34-17 ALMOST, BUT NOT QUITE: Bowling Green's Cole Magner stretches for the endzone but falls short. Omar
Friday night on Brigham Field Jacobs scored two plays later, but the Falcons still lost 34-17.
at Huskie Stadium.
"We were dominated in every 42-yard touchdown.
resulted in a touchback and first eight-yard touchdown run up
phase of this football game."
After Shaun Suisham made down for BG, but the officials the middle
Brandon said. "(Northern a 27-yard field goal to put the missed the call
Wolfe, who came into the
Illinois) coach (Joe) Novak and Falcons within a touchdown,
The Huskies had the ball at game with three touchdowns
his team took it to us. We got Wolfe bounced another run left
on the season, finished with 202
some work to do and that's and sprinted 21 yards to the their own nine with 14:47 left yards rushing on 31 carries.
in
the
game
and
the
Falcons
evident."
end zone.
The Huskies came out gundesperately needing a stop on
With eight and a half minutes
Replays showed he tumbled defense when Wolfe took the ning to start the second half as
remaining in the third quarter,
Phil Horvath connected with
'the Huskies handed off to Wolfe, the ball at about the one-yard game over. He carried the ball
who darted to his left and out- line, where it rolled out of the 14 times for 75 yards on the
FOOTBALL. PAGE 10
ran the Falcon secondary for a end zone. That would have drive, capping it off with and

Tennis strong during BGSU Invite
By Mike Knoll
SPORTS REPORTER

The women's tennis team ended
the 2004 BGSU Invitational with
strong play yesterday.
The BG women brought finalists
to four out of the six flights, winning two of the four matches.
The tournament included
Buffalo, Ferris State, Indiana State
and Xavier.
One of the highlights of the weekend was the great play of sophomore Ashley Jakupcin. Jakupcin
defeated Stephanie Bauer of Xavier
in the number-two singles final.
What is significant about the win
is that Jakupcin became the first
Falcon to defeat Bauer in her four
years of playing in the tournament.
Susie Schoenberger had a good
time at Keefe Courts. She defeated
last year's MAC freshman of the
year, Miglena Nenova 6-3,6-2.
Schoenberger moved on to the
number-one singles final yesterday but was defeated by Andreea
Novaceanu 6-4,5-7,6-2.
BG head coach Penny Dean
had nothing but praise for
Schoenberger's play, saying she
played fantastically all weekend.

wants to stay in Cleveland and up. He led off the sixth inning
said before the game that he's with a single but was forced on a
willing to accept a one-year double play.
deal to remain — and retire —
Before stepping into the batter's box in the eighth for his
with the Indians.
"But it's not up to me," he said.
last at-bat, Vizquel waved to
If Cleveland fans had dieir way, the crowd and then took a deep
Vizquel would never leave.
breath before digging in.
He then grounded out to secHundreds lined up before the
game to shake hands with Vizquel, ond, but not before he tried to
who joined his teammates at the beat the throw with a headfirst
turnstiles to welcome them as dive into first base, the type of
they arrived at the gates.
play that has typified his stellar
Playing in his 747th game at career.
Jacobs Field, Vizquel received a
loud ovation each time he came
INDIANS, PAGE 10

Another bright spot of the tournament was the return of senior
Laura Kokinda. She won the flight
six singles final. This was her first
tournament play since tearing her
ACL last season.
Coach Penny Dean was also
pleased with all of the doubles play
throughout the weekend.
"Susie (Schoenberger) and Heidi
(Romer) found a good chemistry
and kept each other pumped up
and playing well." Dean said.
This was the first time that
Schoenberger and Romer played
together. They ended up winning
third place in the first flight.
Dean was happy with the play
by the doubles tandem of Laura
Kokinda and Andrea Meister.
Kinkada and Meister won the
doubles final in the third flight of
the tournament.
Dean was worried about Andrea
Volley and Jenna Nussbaum. but
the freshmen performed well.
"The freshman were off and
on but showed moments of
brilliance." Dean said.
The Falcons travel to Ann Arbor
next weekend to play in Michigan's
Wolverine Fall Invitational.

By Joseph White

ItnSwinfw BGNews

SET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWW.BGNEWS.COf*VSPORTS

By Elliott Schreiner
SPORTS EDITOR

With quarterback Josh Haldi
not playing and starting tailback A.I. Harris nursing an
injury at halftime, it appeared
the Bowling Green football team
had the upper hand Friday night
in DeKalb.
The Falcons offense looked
efficient and held Hams and
the Huskies' running attack
to 75 yards
To say the least, the Falcons
were in the driver's seat and
every one watching the game may
have counted out the Huskies.
After all. back up tailback Garrett
Vtfolfe lost two yards on his only
carry, which was a goal line
stuff for BG.
Little did everyone know, thiwas Wolfe's time io shine.
The5-7,174pound sophomore
cut around, between and through
the Bowling Green defense while
amassing 204 yards in the second half on 31 carries to help
Northern to a 34-17 win to open
MAC play.
"We thought A.J. was going to
be able to play," Northern coach
Joe Novak said. "But little Garrett
went in there and boy did he do
a good job."
Wolfe rarely saw action in the
first half, but used the spotlight to
his advantage.
WOLFE, PAGE 8

Parcells and Gibbs
do battle on MNF
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

TAKING A CUT: Bowling Green's Susie Schoenberger hits a
forehand at this weekend's BGSU Invitational

Falcons
unable to
stop NIU
backup

Having played for both Joe Gibbs
and Bill Parcells, John Hall has
experienced a close-up view of
two paths to coaching genius
"They both kind of let you
know where you stand," the
Washington Redskins kicker said,
"but in different ways."
Gibbs and Parcells face each
other for the first time since 1990
when the Washington Redskins
(1-1) host the Dallas Cowboys (11) tonight, renewing a rivalry of
two extremely successful coaches who are very similar — yet
so different.
"They are the same in the fact
that they are both very meticulous," said Hall, who played
for Parcells with die New York
Jets from 1997-99. "They cover
every detail of the game, every
detail, no matter how small it is
They surround themselves with
good coaches, people who know
football."
There's more. Both are 63. Both
are workaholics who have bal-

ded health problems — l"arcells
has had heart surgeries; Gibbs
has diabetes. Both retired from
coaching, only to discover that
irresistible urge to return. Both
have won Super Bowls and are
among the top five in career victories among active coaches.
But anyone who hits spent
more than five minutes will) botli
quickly realizes their completeK
divergent personalities. Gibbs
comes across as soft-spoken
and humble. Parcells is loud and
prickly. No one will ever mistake
them for golf buddies.
"I'm sure they have tremendous
respect for each other," I kill said.
"But they're probably not going to
hang out in the same circles."
And when it conies to handling
players, there's no contest who
makes the bigger splash.
"Bill's more psychological,'' 1 tall
said. "He's not afraid to use mind
tactics, and 1 don't mean that in a
negative way at all. He doesn't do
things to be a (eric. He does things
MONDAY NI6HT, PAGE 8
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BG Volleyball rolls past
Toledo in first MAC victory
V0UEYBAU.FR0MPAGE7

uT. which came into the contest second in the conference in
hitting percentage, hit a season
km .178 on the night and committed It I errors to BG's 16.
Taylor Iwite chipped in with
10 kills and Mareski contributed a game-high 17 assists lor
the lalcons, who hit ,:(14 and
had 64 digs - ten more than

the Rockets.
karges, who led BG with 111
kills and 14 defensive digs,
said winning the opening
match gave the leant a lot of
confidence.
"That first match really
hrought down loledo's momentum, I think," she -aid after the
AIM over UT. "It made us believe
that we're a good team and we
can win in the MAC."

Assistant
coach
Mark
Hardawa) said the win was big
for two reasons.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

MNF coach's styles differ
MONDAY NIGHT, FROM PAGE 7

to see what kind of reaction he's
going to get from you or how you
handle things.
"Gibbs. he doesn't yell a lot.
Gibbs wants everything done fast
and quick, and when you're out
there you're working hard. And
once it's over, it's over. Bill's been
known to walk out of practice
and let us coach ourselves."
Redskins guard Randy Thomas,
who spent one season with
Parcells' lets, was more succinct.
"Parcells, if you mess up so
many times, he's going to get in
your face, point, bring you to the
stage and let everybody know,"
Thomas said. "Gibbs, he'll probably pull you aside and tell you
what you need to do."
The comparisons and contrast
get no dispute from the coaches
themselves.
")oe lives his life a certain way
and 1 live mine a certain way,"
Parcells said. "But 1 think philosophically in football, although

it manifests itself in a different
way, I think there are very great
number of similarities in what
we try to do."
Both coaches believe in establishing the run, protecting the
quarterback and winning with
sound defense. It's traditional,
physical football.
"Back in the old days he was
the innovator of the one-back,
and we were running two-back,"
Parcells said. "He was playing a
4-3; we were playing a 3-4. It was
different. But basically what we
were trying to do, there wasn't a
lot of difference in how we played
the game."
Gibbs and Parcells have played
golf together once, a few years
ago when both were out of the
NET. Gibbs said the outing was
amicable, but it was hardly the
start of a warm friendship.
"I don't think we had any social
lies or anything," Gibbs said. "We
kind of chatted about different
things."

Nam APPhotc
GREAT ONES: loe Gibbs (pictured)
of the Redskins and Bill Parcells of
the Cowboys have five combined
Super Bowls. The two will get
a chance to face off tonight on
Monday Night Football.

I 01 one. it was Toledo," lie

said "Second, they came in 10-0
and it was out liist MAC match.
I hat is a very good team there."
I he lalcons carried their
confidence over into the tot
lowing night's game against
the Huskies 11 III. 0-2) and it
showed in the first two matches
in 20, 30-18), as lie; outscored
Nlll 60-48 scoring 20 before
Mil reached double-figures in
each game - and pounding out
17 kills to the Huskies' 26.
After BG took a 14-13 lead
catK in the third match. Nlll
started to gain momentum with
an 8-3 run which prompted
I lardaway to call a timeout.
One of Melissa Mohr's 15
kills immediately following the
timeout ignited a run that saw
the lalcons pull to within two.
25-23.
lit; wouldn't get any closer as
Corinne Walsh scored three of
the I luskies lust five points for
the .10-21, win.
Despite the fact that the
Falcons took the fourth match
30-22 behind a .298 hitting
percentage, 1 lardaway said the
team's inexperience with winning was displayed in the loss.
"We're still a young team, hut
as we get more accustomed

Who:

BenSwanger BGNews

ON A ROLL: Bowling Green's Emily Manser bumps a ball against
Northern Illinois Saturday. Manser and the Falcons were solid on the
weekend, winning matches against Northern and Toledo.
to winning we will lie able to
answer (he kind of runs Nil)
went on during the third match.
lie said. " Ibis was a good win
for us, but we have to learn how
to erase those mistakes once we
start playing the top teams in
the MAI:."
Mohr. whowasoneoffoin HG
players with double-digit kills,
said this is the best chemistry a
team has had in her four years
as a Falcon.
"We're just having a lot of fun

"For one, it was
Toledo. Second, they
came in 10-0 and it
was our first MAC
match. That was
a very good team
there."
MARK HARDAWAY.ASST. COACH

right now and it helps thai we
have so much balance on our
team," she said
lunior Emily Manser, who finished with 15 kills in the win and
27 on the weekend, agrees with
her teammate's comments, but
goes a step further.
"We feel like we can beat anyone right now if we play our
game," she said.
I he lalcons travel to play
Miami (Ohio) Oct. 1 in what will
be head coach Oenise Van l)e
Walle's return to the sidelines
after spending the last month
in Athens, Greece with the
I is \ National Sitting Willcyball
Team.
I wryone's really excited for her to come back,"
I lardaway said. "She has over
30 years of coaching experience. So when she comes
back this team is only going
to gel better and I'm going
to keep learning from her."

Wolfe gets his chance to
show skills against Falcons
WOLFE, FROM PAGE 7

"I've just been waiting to play,"
he said. "It's unfortunate it came
when A.), got bun, but no one
supports me more than A.|. and I
also support him."
Harris had a good cause to support in the second half, as Wolfe
found the endzone on three
occasions, His first touchdown
run was an off tackle play where
Wolfe went virtually untouched
on his way to the endzohc.
Wolfe followed that run up
with a 21 yard scamper on the
Same designed play. This time
there was some controversy.
As he neared the goalline,
he was met by BG defenders
who jarred the ball loose tit the
one yard line. The ball went
out of bounds in the endzone
and would have been ruled a
touchback had the referees saw
what happened.
Regardless, the touchdown
went to Wolfe, who was certain it
was a touchdown.
"Yeah, I bad the ball," he said
with a chuckle.
Although that run gave Nil) a
14-point cushion it was not as big
as any of his runs on NIU's drive
to start the fourth quarter.

Northern, looking to grind
some minutes off the clock, got
what they were looking for with a
16 play, 91 yard drive that put the
game away for good.
Wolfe ran the ball 11 times
for 75 yards on that drive and
capped it off with an eight yard
touchdown scamper. It was the
best example of the whole game
of the Neons' inability to stop
Wolfe.

"lice's a great back." ltd linebacker lovon Burkes said. "You
think he's small, but he just stays
low."
"I'll give him his props," BG
coach Gregg Brandon said I lei
low to the ground and quick. If
you don't tackle a quality back
like that, you're going to have
problems"
Not a bad day's work for a
backup.
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Any college student

When: Monday, Tuesday, Thursday & Friday
9:00 - I 1:00 p.m.
On Mondays the entire center is reserved for
college night. So no college student will be
turned away!
Where: Varsity Lanes - 1033 S. Main St.
Bowling Green OH
(3525247)
What:

2 hours of bowling
& shoes, slice of pizza >
& pop

Price:

Only $6.00
per person
& drink specials

^

1234 N Mam St (Rt 25) • Bowling Green. Ohio
164-4447
■**»
' .voodtandtc.com
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Lewis runs over
Bengals in win
— drew a 15-yard penalty for
by a severe ankle Injury and
Boiler is still finding his way. The slamming into the quarterback's
lama! Lewis up the middle, second-year quarterback was head after he released a pass,
lamal Lewis around the end. ll-of-18 for 126 yards, includ- lewis also recovered Palmer's
And, with the game on the line, ing a 7-yard touchdown run first-half fumble.
Palmer was 25-of-.r>2 for 316
lamal Lewis rumbling toward and a 38-yard TD pass to Randy
Hymes
that
put
the
Ravens
yards,
but got sacked four times
the end zone.
and threw three interceptions,
After two subpar efforts, the up 17-0.
But for every good moment, two of them to safety Ed Reed
Baltimore Ravens' game-breaker bund bis snide Sunday He there was a bad one. Boiler fum- near the end zone.
The Ravens' unrelenting presran for 186 yards, including a bled on a scramble 2 yards from
75-yard touchdown sprint that the end zone and lost the ball sure turned them back into the
clinched a 23-9 victory over the without being touched on a sec- old Bungles at times.
ond-half run, setting up the last
At one point in the first half,
Cincinnati Bengals.
the Bengals wen' flagged forhavKyle Boiler ran for a touch- of Cincinnati's three field goals.
His counterpart had a ing 12 men in the huddle. Once
down and threw for another,
but had two costly fumbles painful time,
the 5-yard penalty was stepped
that prevented the Ravens
For the second consecutive off, the Bengals huddled again,
(2-1) from pulling away game, the Bengals' offense tailed came to the line and discovuntil l.ewis unleashed on Iris to score a touchdown behind ered they had only 10 men on
second-yearquarterbackCarson the field, forcing them to take
fourth-quarter run
He took a handoff, changed Palmer, who was hit often by a a timeout.
direction twice, left two lack- blitzing defense.
On the kickoff following
lers empty-handed and sped
Linebacker Ray Lewis — I lymes' touchdown, Cincinnati
off, pulling so far ahead of Palmers co-star In an offbeat sent only 10 men out for
the defense that everyone television coirnnercial last yeai the return.
slowed once he reached the
20-yard line.
lewis repeatedly plowed
through the Bengals 11-2), who
always have trouble bringing
him down, lewis has topped 100
yards in all seven of his careei
games against Cincinnati, and
had a 180-yard effort againsi the
Bengals last December.
The record-setting runner
topped 2,000 yards last year but
had found little room to run so
far this season. He managed
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Warner, Strahan lead
Giants past Browns

By Joe Kay

1HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

only 57 in a season-opening loss
in Cleveland - a team he tor
mented for 500 yards last season
— and Pittsburgh limited him 10
62 yards a week later.
The Bengals were much
easier to crack.
Lewis powered through
defenders who couldn'l get a
grip .They clawed at his shoulder
pads and lunged at his thighs,
then found themselves Hailing
on the ground while lewis went
on his way.
The Ravens needed it. i ending
receiver lixld Heap is sidelined

Al Behrman AP p*M)to
GOING DOWN: Bengals' quarterback Carson Palmer fumbles as he is
sacked by Ravens' linebacker Adalius Thomas in the first half yesterday
The Ravens beat the Bengals 23-9.

Michael Kim AP Photo

IS HE IN?: Giants' Tiki Barber leaps to a touchdown past the Browns' Earl Little and Leigh Bodden during
the first quarter of yesterday's game. The Giants topped the Browns 27-10.
By Tom Canavan
IHL ASSOCIATED PRESS

Kurt Warner and Michael Strahan
made sure the New York Giants
didn't have a letdown against
the injury-ravaged Cleveland
Browns.
Warner set up a touchdown
nm by Tiki Barrier with a long
pass, and the veteran quarterback capped another drive with
his second career regular-season
I'D run in a 27-10 win over the
Browns yesterday.
Strahan had two sacks and
two fumble recoveries and the
defense made life miserable for
Browns quarterback left Garcia
tohelp\ewYork(2-l) win its second straight under Tom Coughlin
and hand Cleveland (1-2) its second straight loss.
The two-game winning streak
matched the Giants' high for last
season, when they went 4-12
under lim lassel.
Steve Christie added field
goals of 43 and 25 yards and
Mike Cloud iced the game with
a late 5-yard touchdown run for
New York.
left ('.arcia. who bad a 0.0 quarterback rating against Dallas last
weekend, hit Quincy Morgan on

a 3-yard touchdown pass and
I'hil Dawson kicked a 49-yard
field goal for the Browns, who
got all their points after falling
behind 17-0.
Cleveland had six starters hurt
in last week's loss to die Cowboys,
and it also lost linebacker Ben
Taylor with a shoulder injury in
the first quarter.
The Giants did all the little
things in winning. They didn't
turn the ball over, they made big
plays and they held Cleveland
in check with great field position, especially the punting of
leff Feagles.
Warner, who was 19-of-27 for
286 yards, hit Amani Toomer on a
pass of 47 yards to set up Barber's
8-yard TD run in the first quarter
and a 38-yarder to set up his own
1-yard scramble in the third.
The Browns were held to 89
total yards in the first half, in
which four of their six series started inside their own 14-yard line,
including three inside the 10.
Cleveland didn't get inside
New York territory until it gained
43 yards and reached the Giants
49 on its last drive of the half. A
fourth-down desperation heave
by Garcia (21-of-31 for 180) was

intercepted by rookie Gibril
Wilson, who was starting his
first game for the injured Shaun
Williams (knee).
While the Giants had much
better field position, it only transkited into 10 points.
Warner drove the Giants 71
yards in three plays on their second possession. Consecutive
passes of 16 and 47 yards to
Toomer got the ball to the 8-yard
line. Barber scored on a sweep on
the next play.
Christie added his 43-yard
field goal after a 35-yard drive
that featured an 18-yard pass to
Tun Carter.
Trailing 10-0, Cleveland took
the second-half kickoff and drove
to the Giants 5-yard line. Garcia
fumbled the snap on second
down and Strahan recovered.
Warner then drove the Giants
95 yards in 11 plays with the biggest being a personal foul against
Cleveland safety Robert Griffith
for a late hit on Carter after an
incomplete pass on second-and
11 from the New York 1.
A holding penalty against
Morgan in the third quarter also
nullified a 49-yard touchdown
run by William Green.

roud|

Ll/lO presents
p y
On the rise comedian,
host of BET's Comic
View, and that
loveable guy who
played the Santa Claus
in Friday After Next:

October 16, 2004 Homecoming Concert
Tickets go on sale October 4 in the Union for $8!
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Football finds problems
during rocky second half
Dan Sheldon for a 41-yard pass
down to the BG 26 yard line.
That play led to a 25-yanl field
goal from Chris Nendick to put
NIU up 10-7, and they led die
rest of the way.
"We just didn't respond from
the start of the second half and
then (the game) snowballed on
us," Brandon said.
The Falcons jumped out to a
quick lead as Omar Jacobs tan
for a one-yard touchdown on
the opening drive of the game.
After holding Nil) to a threeand-out on the ensuing drive,
the BG offense marched down
die field, but were slopped on a
thiid-and-two from trie I lusktes
23 when lacobs was tackled for
a six-yard loss.
Suisham then came on to
attempt a 41-yard field goal. NIU
got a great msh and blocked the
kick, which gave die I luskies the
ball at their own 24.
The block got the home crowd
into the game and prevented
BG from taking a favorable lead

Singh takes another
By Man Robinson
1HE ASSOCIAIEO PRESS

the ball downfield and had first
and goal from the NIU one-yard
line when diey were called for
Illegal formation, then delay ol
game to put the ball back to the
10. They were unable to find the
end zone from there and setded
for diree points.
"At times we moved the ball at
will," lacobs said. "V* basically
killed ourselves."
"There's absolutely no excuse
for that," Brandon said. "We
should've got seven points down
there. We need to become a dis
ciplined football team. Until we
get dial figured out, we're going
to struggle."
Falcon Notes:
Running back RJ. Pope was a
bright spot as he carried the ball
16 times for 94 yards and had
three receptions for 28 yards ..
lacobs finished the game 29 of
42 with 275 yards passing and
ran for 38 yards ... Safety T.I
Carswell led the team in tackles
with 13...BG's solid 142 yards on
the ground was overshadowed
by NIU's running game, which
finished with 292 yards.
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RUNNING HARD: BG's P.J.
Pope was strong in the NIU
loss, running for 93 yards on
16 carries.
early in the game.
"We need to be able to overconiethatkindnfstufC'Brandon
said.

The falcons were their own
worst enemies al times.
After Wolfe's first touchdown,
B.J. lane returned the kickoff
39 yards to the BG 44. BG drove

Twins and fans applaud
Vizquel throughout game
INDIANS. FROM PAGE 7

wearing sunglasses. The ball
bounced off his glove.
Vizquel took his spot in the
One out later, (ones hit a
field for the ninth, but man- two-run single, stole second
ager Eric Wedge sent Ihonny and scored on Justin Morneau's
Peralta in to replace him. When base hit.
he reached the dugout, Vizquel
The Twins made it 4-1 in the
tipped his cap to the crowd and fourth on Blanco's sacrifice
parted his heart to acknowledge fly, and they went up 5-1 an
the fans and the Twins, who inning later on Corey Koskie's
applauded Cleveland's No. 13.
sacrifice fry.
Minnesota scored three runs
The Indians took a 1 -0 lead in
in the third inning, helped by the second on Sizemore's twoa ball that rookie center fielder out RBI single. Sizemore added
Grady Sizemore lost in the sun.
an RBI groundout in the ninth
After a leadoff walk, Henry and finished with three hits.
Blanco hit a ball to medium cenNotes: Vizquel has not made
ter that Sizemore settled under an error in his last 52 games. ...
but couldn't locate despite The Indians went 44-37 at home,

their first winning season al the
lake since 2001. ... Cleveland
drew 1,814,401 to the Jake, sur
passing last year's total but still
die second-lowest since 1992...
The teams will close the season
against each other next week
end with a three-game series in
Minneapolis. ... Twins CF Torii
I lunter didn't start for the third
straight game as pan of manager
Ron Gardenhire's plan to get his
players rested for the playoffs
... Indians 2B John McDonald
Tobbed Cristian Guzman of a
single with a diving stop in the
sixth. McDonald made two
other nice stops to take away
possible singles.

Celebration Del Gspfritu
at COMMONS

_
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Vijay Singh is running out of firsts
to take away from Tiger Woods.
Singh broke the PGA Tour single-year money record Woods set
while winning three majors in
2000, holding off Stewart Cink
to win the 84 Lumber Classic by
one shot yesterday for his third
consecutive victory.
Singh's eighth championship
this year pushed his money total
to $9,455,566 in 26 events, surpassing Woods' $9,188,321 while
he was winning nine times in 20
events in 2000. With Singh expecting to play four more times, he
could become the first to win $10
million in one year.
"I'm going to try," Singh said.
Singh led from start to finish
for his fifth victory in six tournaments, the best such streak
since Woods won six in a row to
end 1999 and start 2000. Singh
has won seven times in his last
16 events.
In only three weeks, Singh has
ended Woods' five years-plus nm
as the worid's No. I -ranked golfer
and taken away one of Woods'
lines in the PGA record book.
Maybe that's why tttoods pulled
out of the 84 Lumber after unexpectedly committing last week—
he didn't want to see Singh knock
him out of yet another lead.
"It's ridiculous the way he's
playing right now," said Chris
DiMarco, who tied for third with
Pat Perez and Zach Johnson after
starting the round two back.
Singh had a three-under 69 yes-

Gem l. Puskar APPIwlo

WATCHING IT IN: Vijay Singh hits
his third shot out of a green-side
pot bunker on the 18th hole of
the final round of the 84 Lumber
Classic yesterday. Singh used his
performance to break the all-time
money lead for one year.
terday, his third round in the 60s
in four days, to finish at 15-under
273. Cink, five off the lead when
the day started, had five straight
birdies from No. 7 through No. 11
to make a move, but a bogey on
the par-414th dropped him three
back. Singh then held on despite
a bogey on the par-4 18th.
"I want to win, I want to play
well and it's a good habit (to get
into)," Singh said. "I had my
driver working, my irons working
and I made the putts I needed
to make."
Again, Singh's exceptional fair-

way play allowed him to excel on
a long course Of the eight longest
courses on the PGATour this year,
Singh won on four — including the PGA at Whistling Straits.
The mountaintop Mystic Rock
course where the 84 lumber is
played was lengthened by about
400 yards to 7,471 yards after J.L
Lewis won last year at 22 under.
Singh is only 146th in driving
accuracy despite being 11th in
length, but is the best on the tour
in greens hit in regulation. No
matter where his drives go—and
only about half the time do they
land in the fairway — he's still
putting for birdie or par.
And while Woods started winning barely weeks after joining
the tour in 1996, the 41-year-old
Singh's career keeps getting better
the older he gets. Never a winner
on the PGA Tour until he was 30,
he now has 23 career victories, all
in his 30s and 40s — 12 since last
year. Yesterday's championship
was his 45th woridwide, starting 20 years ago with the 1984
Malaysian PGA Championship.
Singh was coming off victories in the Deutsche Bank
Championship and the Canadian
Open before sitting out the Ryder
Gup — as a native of Fiji, he was
not eligible. He got off to a fast
start at the 84 lumber with a
best-of-the-tournament
64
on Thursday.
Singh dropped out of the solo
lead only once yesterday, when
a bogey at No 3 briefly dropped
him into a three-way tie with
DiMarco and lonathan Byrd.

Newman wins the America 400
By Dick Booster
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Ryan Newman left misfortune
behind and ran away from the
field, while four-time series
champion Jeff Gordon took the
NASCAR Nextel Cup points lead
yesterday at Dover International
Speedway.
But the victory in the MBNA
America 400 did little to enhance
the long-shot title hopes of
Newman, 33rd a week earlier
because of engine failure late in
the race in New Hampshire. He's
eighth in the standings with eight
races remaining, trailing Gordon
by 107 points.
"When you win races you're
going to be good," Newman
said. "Now we just have to keep
going."
Gordon finished third behind
Mark Martin in the race and is
one point ahead of Kurt Busch,
who finished fifth yesterday and
lost the points lead when he was
passed by Dale larrctt with six
laps to go.
"I thought we might have a

shot at Mark." Gordon said. "But
we had nothing for Newman."
Gordon said his car was good
at times and far off at others. He
also believes he can run better
next week.
"I just hope that doesn't mean
we have a bulls-eye on us at
Talladega," said Gordon, a winner there in April.
New Hampshire winner Busch
came to The Monster Mile tied
for the series lead with Dale
Earnhardt Jr., who fell to third in
the title chase by finishing ninth.
He's 18 points behind Gordon.
Although he was unable to
make a large gain, Newman
demonstrated the power of his
Dodge by leading 325 of 400 laps.
Newman, who started second,
was ahead by a half-lap for much
of the final quarter of the race,
with the margin reduced only
because a caution flag bunched
the field on the 327th lap.
Newman's victory in the $5.4
million event was his third at
Dover, where he swept the races

last year. He got his second victory this season and 11th of his
career, beating Martin by 8.149
seconds on the high-banked concrete oval. Martin got his fourth
Dover victory in June
"We made some adjustments
but we didn't have to make
many," Newman said. "Once you
get it right on this concrete it
stays right"
Busch was happy with his best
Dover finish.
"We just lost the handle on it in
the comers," he said. "I was trying
to hold off Jarrett but I couldn't."
Martin, now tied with Jimmic
Johnson for fourth place in the
series, said he got all he could out
of his car.
"The race was decided on the
last restart," he said. "I found out
what the 12 (Newman) really
had."
Newman averaged 119.084
mph in a race slowed five times
by cautions covering 38 laps.
There were 13 lead changes
among seven drivers.

Come join us for a celebration of Hispanic cuisine.'

-TRUE GENTLEMEN-

Chicken Mole

MAKING

A flovorful blend ol spices with a hint ol peanut and a kick ol chill.

Calabaza con Puerco

A\

Want to be part of a new organization?

A savory dish ol pork, zucchini, corn and tomatoes.

Carne Gisada

A COMEBACK

Bowling Green Start University

■

Be a founding father of the chapter?
Be part of the largest social fraternity.

A rich blend of mild Mexican spices and beef, great over rice.

Build Your Own Vegetarian Tostada Bar >
Build your own tostada or nachos featuring relried beans, cheese sauce.

^

lettuce, tomatoes, black olives, onions, sour cream

ima Allpha Epsilo

i

or choose a sweet option of fruit salsa or cinnamon crisps.

tact Mike Corelli
-233-1856x232
or visit www.saebgsu.com

Cilantro Lime Chicken Breast
A zesty. bright blend of flavors.

Beans Borracho

OPEN MONDAY

"Drunken Beans," an excellent accompaniment to any entree.

Imelda's Homemade Mexican Rice
A family (recipe made with care.

And Don't Forget Dessert! I
Pina Colada Cake
Mexican Polvorones
Cookies
Coconut Cream Pie
All-You-Care-To-Eat
Lunch:
$6.95

_^
J f% ^\ ^%

Dinner:

Q|/^^

$7.95

reduced prices for children 12 and under

Besi i leal On Campus

SATURDAY

ALL STUDENTS AND FACULTY SAVE AN EXTRA 10%

MiMi'<*T.-m aiMfrT.Hfvrt*'' Braka Ms a* MOM'
Includes FREE Inspection

ON ANY 4 TIRES
wru.m&n.om»uawtLumtnnmo
VIOW RETAIL VALUE MR AXL1
NO CARRVOUT - LAKM EXTRA

KiMMwrom. ■ arm .ww
MM

Includes F8EE
Alignment Check

■MIMIIJIIUI
moonmmmccumt&nx'tirmttttnm

Oil Change
and Tire Rotation
IWt»: MM m tmm MsM
Includaa FREE Inapaetfan
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YOUNG BLACK PILOTS SET RECORDS IN FLIGHT
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Jimmy Haywood and Kenny
Roy flew from California to Canada and back, setting
a couple of world records. Jimmy, 11, became the
youngest black pilot to make an international flight, and
14-year-old Kenny passed Canada's flight test to become
the world's youngest black pilot licensed to fly solo.

www.benews.com/natioii

NATION

Latest hurricane assault leaves Florida battered
leanne made landfall as a
Category 3 hurricane with winds
of up to 120 mph just before
midnight Saturday at Hutchinson
Island, 35 miles north of West
Palm Beach. Frances struck in
By Deborah Hastings
1 HE ASSOCIATED PRESS
almost the same spot.
Once inland, Jeanne's 400-mile
HUTCHINSON ISLAND, Ha Hurricane leanne — the latest in diameter system trudged across
a relentless parade of hurricanes the state, passing northeast of
to pound Florida — sliced across Tampa. It then headed toward the
the state yesterday with howling I>anhandle, where some 80,000
wind and rain, turning streets into people were still without electricrivers, peeling off roofs and rock- ity because of Ivan, which struck
eting debris from earlier storms 10 days earlier.
Max May-field, director of the
through the air.
At least three people died in the National Hurricane Center in
storm, which came ashore in the Miami, described the similar
same area hit by Frances three paths of leanne and Frances as
weeks ago. More than 1.5 million perhaps unprecedented.
The toll from the latest storm
homes and businesses were withextended as far north as Daytona
out power.
The devastating fourth punch Beach, where the famous beach
to the slate in just six weeks was was ravaged by erosion, and
an ordeal no state has endured south to Miami, where one
since 1886, when Texas was the person was electrocuted after
target. And the hurricane season touching a downed power line.
Two people died when the
still has two months to go.
"The last three weeks have been SUV they were driving plunged
horrific," said mobile home park into a lake beside the Sawgrass
owner loe Stawara. "And just Expressway south of Boca Raton.
Jeanne's predecessors killed
when we start to turn the corner,
at least 70 people and caused
this happens."
The hurricanes have prompt- billions of dollars in damage.
In St. Lucie County north
ed the largest relief effort in the
Federal Emergency Management of West Palm Beach, police
Agency's history, eclipsing rescued five families when the
responses for the 1994 earthquake hurricane's eye passed over late
in Northridge, Calif., and the 2001 Saturday, including a wheelchairterrorist attacks, director Michael bound couple in their 90s whose
mobile home collapsed around
Brown said.
"You're going to have some areas them, emergency operations
that have been hit once, twice and spokeswoman linene Trabulsy
sometimes maybe three times," said.
Single-engine planes flipped
Brown said. "That's very frustrating, I know, for those who live in over at Palm Beach International
Airport. At Cape Canaveral, the
those communities."
Frances was larger, while third hurricane to hit NASA's
( harkry and Ivan were more pow- spaceport in just over a month
erful. But leanne was bad enough. blew out more panels and left
once again sending the Sunshine more gaping holes in the massive shuttle assembly building.
State into a state of emergency.
More than 3,000 National
Rain blew sideways, light poles
fell and some bridges from the Guard troops were also deployed
mainland to the Atlantic coast's to aid relief efforts.
In Jensen Beach, a waterfront
barrier islands were flooded and
impassable. Houses, condomini- drive washed out by Frances and
ums and other buildings lost roofs, repaved Wednesday was again
and a deserted community center missing big chunks of asphalt.
Palm trees, coconuts and
in lensen Beach was destroyed.
A mattress floated through a pieces of lawn furniture littered
neighborhood in Vero Beach, the road.
But some residents acknowlwhere at least a foot of water
edged it could have been worse.
rushed through some streets.
Gov. leb Bush sought to Peirce Braun assessed the
reassure weary Floridians. "This mess from the front yard of his
will become a memory." he said. bungalow.
"It's really not that bad," he said.
"This does come to an end, and
when it does we can probably use "The worst thing in Florida is to
he without the AC."
the term 'normal' again."
Among the areas left without
Scawater submerged the
bottom floor of condominiums power were much of Palm Beach
on 1 lutchinson Island, where losh County, population 1.1 million,
Lumberson rode out the storm. and — for the second time in
The parking lot was under 5 feet three weeks — all ofVero Beach.
With leanne dumping heavy
of sand and water, and sand rose
to the kitchen cabinets inside rain, there was fear of floodfirst-floor condos. The ocean, ing in the days to come from
once 75 yards away, lapped at the swollen rivers in east and central
Florida, already saturated by two
foundation.
"It sounded like the whole previous hurricanes.
In Sanford, a city near Orlando
building was coming down,'
Lumberson said. "You could hear surrounded by lakes and rivers,
every metal screw coming out of a foot of water flowed down a
scenic road that parallels lake
the walls."
As the wind subsided, the clang Monroe, and three-foot waves
of metal siding could still be heard broke over the seawall that
separates the lake from die
on the barrier island.

Jeanne is the fourth
tropical storm to hit
Florida in six weeks.

www.PreferredPropertiesCo.com

Preferred
Properties Co.
Piedmont
Haven House
Fox Run

• Updated Birchwood
•Triplex
• Mini-Mall apts
& other locationsl

Extra Large Bedrooms!
i membership privilege to

CHERRYWOOO HEALTH SPA
■ Professional Trainers Available
• Newly Renovatedl
• Indoor Haated Pool

> Updated Lighting
1
New Equipment
i Sauna

Call 352-9378 for Details
STOP IN AT 530 S. IvJAPLE, in B.G.
MON FRI:

historic downtown area.
State officials said 59,000
people, many with homes already
damaged by Frances, rode out
leanne in shelters.
At least one family will remember Jeanne fondly. An Indiantown
woman gave birth at her home
during the hurricane with help
from 911 operators who offered
instructions. The woman and her
newborn son were doing well after
being transferred by fire rescue
personnel to a hospital.
By 2 p.m. EDT, Jeanne had
weakened to a tropical storm with
maximum sustained winds of 70
mph. The center of the stomi was

located near latitude 28.3 north,
longitude 82.2 west, or about 20
miles southeast of Brooksville,
Florida
Earlier, leanne tore across
the Bahamas, leaving some
neighborhoods under 6 feet of
water. The storm caused flooding in Haiti that killed more
than 1.500 people.
leanne followed Charley,
which struck Aug. 13 and devastated southwest Florida;
Frances, which struck Labor
Day weekend; and Ivan, which
ravaged the western Panhandle
when it made landfall in
Alabama on Sept. 16.

Jeanne bears down on Florida coast
Category 3 Hurricane Jeanne moved toward Florida's coast near
where Hurricane Frances made landfall Sept 4..
Hurricane
2 p.m. Tu
Jeanne
ARK.

TENN
MISS. ALA.

GA

2 p.m. Monday •'

W 14 mph
MAX WIND

115 mph

2 p.m.
Sunday

a

IHA

— Hurricane warning
Hurricane watch
— Tropical storm warning
Tropical storm watch

SOURCES: NOAA; ESRI
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The Family Weekend Concert,
Proudly Presented by UAO &
The Division of Student Affairs

Ben Folds (former lead singer of Ben Folds Five)
and his baby grand piano are known for top hits like,

Army; "Brick," & "Rockiri The Suburbs
DATE:

November 6th, 2004

TIMEl

Doors open at 7:00 p.m.
Concert begins at 8:00 p.m.

PLACE: Anderson Arena on the BGSU campus
PRICE:

$20, free parking (6 ticket maximum)

Ticket sales begin on Sept. 29th from 9 to 11 p.m. in
Anderson Arena and will continuously be on sale^
at the Student Union Information Desk
starting September 30th.
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ACROSS
Help Wanted

Personals

S450 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours of your groups' lime PLUS
our free (yes. free) fundraising solutions EQUALS $1.000-S2.000 tn
earnings for your group. Call
TODAY for a $450 Bonus when you
schedule your non-sales fundraiser
with CampusFundralser. Contact
CampusFundraiser. (888) 923-3238.
or visit
www camousfundraiser com

Classified Ads

372-6977
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Learn a skill for life Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship Check us
oul at Sandersonstables.com
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Now hiring weekend paintball relerees lor the fall season. Fun & exciting work! Positions start at S7/hr 8.
up Prior sport refereeing/coaching
is helpful Apply at RSB Hobby &
Games/Bull Creek Paintball Co 178
S Main SI. BG 419-353-2176.
Seeking Assistant Superintendent
for construction project in Wauseon.
OH. Competitive wages, exciting
work, willing to train. Contact Cleveland Construction Dan Dietrich 440255-8000
Seeking competitive individual looking for high income potential. Flex,
hrs. with full and part time scheduling available. For more info, contact
Mariam at Valtech Communications
800-800-7444.

Wanted

1
5
9
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
24
25
28
30
34
35
37
39
42
43
44

45
46
48
50
51
52
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

Kind of card
Novelist Hunter
Durable trousers
Job safety org.
VIP vehicle
Loosen
Shoshones
Lake formed by Hoover Dam
"La _ Vila"
Small fabrications
Chanot attachment?
Half a dance?
Striped equine
Friendly lead-in
Flat-bottomed vessel
Cheer at a corrida
Laura of "Jurassic Park"
Thickheaded
Shirley Temple movie
Mean
Writer's tools
Ref. volumes from the UK

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
22
25
26
27
28

Sports infraction
Wine region of Italy
Guitansl Atkins
Island west ot Chile
Fudd or Gantry
Opinion
Oriental nanny
Absolutely not!
Ancient Israel
Organic compound
Gudrun's victim
French city
Catches on
Straight man's line
Pitched or tossed
Yikesi
"Maria "
Borsch! ingredients
Internet address
letters

40 Moist
41 Wide shoe width
47 Time After Time"
singer Cyndi
49 On the plane
50 Relaxed
51 Made a choice
52 Screen material
53 Without work
Cuts
54 Within range
RR stop
"My Fair Lady" director 55 Division word
56
Part in a play
Wickerwork material
Stanley Gardner
Like an unkempt lawn 57
58 June 6, 1944
Most senior
59
Actress
Turner
Small bar
60 Actress Moran

Bridge position
Option word
Dawdle
ISS partner
Poetic eyeball
Little pet
Idyllic places
Nautical side
Hebrew month
Roster of candidates
Pahndromic magazine
Indian princess
King of Judea
Lou or Willis
Actress Cannon
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Roommate needed to sublease!!!
3 bdrm. Ig duplex. 2 full baths, w/d.
532 Elm St Apt A S250/mo
(740) 375-5676 or (740) 375-4996.

Travel

Mk Website! Lowest prices guaranteed Book 11 people, get 12th trip tree' Group discounts lor fi.www.SpringBreakOls
counts.com or 800-838-8202

"BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE!
5 Days From S279! Includes Meals.
Port Taxes. Exclusive Beach Parties
With 20t Ot Your Favorite TV
Celebrities As Seen On Real World.
Road Rules. Bachelor!
Great Beaches. Nightlife1
Ethics Award Winning Company!
www SpnngBrBaKTravel.com
1-800-678-6386

"SPRING BREAK' CANCUN.
ACAPULCO. JAMAICA
From $459-f Tax' FLORIDA St 59!
Our Cancun Prices Are S100 Less
Than Others! Book Now'
Includes Breaktasls, Dinners,
30*50+ Hours Free Drinks!
Elhics Award Winning Company'
View 500 Hotel Reviews
and Videos at

BreahTrayel.opm
i 800-678-6388
Spring Break 2005 with STS, America's #1 Student Tour Operator Hiring campus reps Call tor group discounts Inlo/Fteservations 1-800-648
4849 www ststravel com.

Services Offered

Ohio's new atlordable online dating
service, www.sweetytinder.com
$4.99/mo.

Subleaser needed Rent S410 mo.
Close to University
Call 419-353-1618.

or call 419.352.3568
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For Sale

(4) 20X8.5 chrome "limited" rims.
(4) 245/40/20 Hankook Venlus sport
tow profile tires. Universal mount 4
1/2 bolt pattern. Asking $1400. 419877-0435.
1993 Acura lor sale $2395
Automatic, air, CD player.
419-409-0298

Help Wanted

1994 Dodge Shadow. New tires,
brakes. Needs some work. $250.
Call 419-214-4753

'BARTENDING! S300'day potential.
No exp. necessary. Training provided. Call 800-965-6520 ext 174
APPLY NOW START NOW
Flexible schedules around classes
GREAT PAY
Cust. Sales/Service
Advancement opportunity
Internships available
Conditions exist. All ages 18»
' Apply in Toledo, work in BG area
Call Now! 419-861-6134
Get Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn $15 - S125 & more per survey!
www.moneytorsurveys.com
Hiring banquet wait staff, part-time.
Nights and weekends. Apply in
person Mon. thru Fn . 9-5 thru 9/30.
1772 Indian Wood Circle.
Maumee 43537.
Hiring Leasing Consultants.
Send resume to:
beejan@cbeech.com
MAKE YOUR OWN HOURS
All you do is sell the Hawaiian Tropic Break 2005 Travel Program. Represent an American Express "Student Travel" Company. Guaranteed
highest commission, dee trips and
great tor resume. Your pay equals
your efforts. AMERICAN STUDENT
Vacations 1-800-336-2260
www.americanstudent.info

1996 Dodge Intrepid. $3800. Great
condition! For more into, contact
Kevin Harrison 419-494-5273

2 or 3 bdrm. lurn. apt.
Available immediately
419-352-5239

Subleaser needed. I bdrm., unfurnished. $325 * all util s
Call 419-354-9740

Cla-Zel
Theatre

5 room house tor rent
Available Aug 25
352-5822
Great location 3-5 bdrm. house. All
appliances, w/d. gas, a/c. Pets possible. Lg yard Call 353-2382

.

For Rent

SUBUEASELL!
•• Rooms avail, now S230/mo.
lor 2 bdrm.apts. avail. 2nd
semester
Listings avail, for 05' & 06' school yr.
24/7 @ 316 E. Merry «3
or call 353-0325 9am-9pm
1 bedroom apt. for rent.
$350 4 utilities. Avail, in Jan.
Call 419-352-7990
2 bdrm. turn, apt NO smoking, NO
pets' Close to campus. Inclu. util.
Call 353-5074.

One Bed Room
1082 Fairview Ave #E5 $395 ♦
util./mo. 10/04/04 614-599-2902

GREAT

; "We Don't Live I
. Here Anymore" a

Perrysburg, easy access to I 75.
Quiet 2 bdrm . apt 1 bath, water
incl.. laundry 'acil.. security bldg.
5525-550 month. 734-850-0121

APPLY
NOW!
START
NOW!

For Rent

For Rent

"

Staring Laura Dtrn, Mark
Ruffalo and Naomi Warn

_
-

• Flexible schedules around
your classes
• Customer Sales/Service
• Advancement Opportunity

■

Fri. Sept. 2* - Thurs. Sept. 30
Nightly at:
Q
6:30 and 8:30 pm
i^.

■

I

"ft Student Night!

"

• Internships Available
• Conditions exist
• All ages 18 and over

Wedneulay is Studwil ID Day
■

All tickets jutt S3.751 ~l
127 N. Main St. Downtown BG.

Subleaser needed for 467 S Summit #57. Spring Semester. Clean,
quiet, residential area. Close to town
& campus Call 419-308-3138.

PAY!

353-1361
wwn.cla rel.eom

♦ ♦♦

Apply
in Toledo

Work

Subleaser needed spring semester.
117 N Main St. $300/mo
Call Donny at 937-369-8067

CALL NOW!
419-861-6134

We Do Mondays
Like No Place Else!

Pot Roast

Ai'utltiHe from 4 pm til 10 pm
Slow-roaslcd Pol RAWH in I richOnv)
with masted Pottttx* and Camus. Served
wuh Combrcad Stuftinu and Coleslaw.

Management Inc.
ASK ABOUT OUR
SPECIALS GOING
ON NOW

Call 353-5800

WIN a $50 Shopping Spree
OPEN NOW
Hillsdale Apt.
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Enjoy a double order of
sieak, chicken, or combo
fajiias (enough for iwo) for
jus* $11! And fros*y. 10 oz.
Top Shelf or Caribbean
Margaritas are only $2*
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Bring completed puzzle in lo register lor $50.00 shopping spree!
One name will be drawn.
Things you'll find at CUT-RATE Tobacco:
BASIC
CUT RATE
MTOEW
STATUES
BEECHNUT
DORAL
PARDON
TOBACCO
BELAIR
DUTCH MASTERS
PALL MALL
USA GOLD
BUGLER
EVE
PARLIAMENT
VEGA FINA
CARTER HALL
KENT
PRINCE ALBERT
ZIPPOS
CENTURY
KOOL
RED MAN
CUESTA REY
MONTCLAIR
RED OX
Name-

Phone
apoleon
41 3-599-11'-"

CUT-RATE Tobacco

Bryan
1180 N. Main St. (next to Woodland Mall 419-630-0: 32
Bowling Gl
352-5989

chilis
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1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only
$465!
On selected floor plans

6505 Centers Dr.
419-866-8781
ROSSFORV
9886 Olde US 20
419-873-0696

• Carports BCSI Bus stop
V|. t.,.1,1,,,, h:.

215E.Poe
• l&2bdnn

entrance

• Laundr) on site
• BGS1 bus stop

• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
• Laundry facilities

Afi^CA

• Pets welcome
• Convenient on-site parking

Heinzsitc Apt.
710 N. Enterprise
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FREE HEAT

TOLEDO

• Dishwasher
• Gaibage Disposal
• W.ISIR-I Drvci in 2 bdims
• CAN WALK TO CAMPUS

' ^^
Stop by the Office al
10.45 N. Main St.
or check website
vvw\v.miriab)i.<;<>m

4801 Talmadee Rd.
419-472-7688

■Musi be •+ Uaai 21 years of •&*. +o consume alcohol
Fijlias available every Monday 11 am to clos* tZ marftarl+aa end a* 9 pm

• w i lu-i Dryer IliKik up
I.: AIHIMIII

Evergreen Apt.

• Ground floor ranch style
apartment with private

1
HOLLAND

1062 Fairview
• i a 2bdmi apU
^ bdrm Twnhi
• Dishwasher
• i larhagc i iisjhis.il

419-353-7715 tj&

for complete listing
for next year.

